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Preface 

Typographical Conventions Used 
Before using this guide, it is important to understand the typographical conventions used to identify and 
describe information. 

Cross-References 

Cross-references to chapters, sections, page numbers, headings, etc. are shown in an italic typeface. 

e.g., Refer to Text You Type Using the Keyboard on page 1. 

Text You Type Using the Keyboard 

Text that you type using the keyboard is shown in a Courier typeface. 

e.g., Type John Smith in the Name field. 

Keys You Press and Buttons You Click 

Keys that you press on the keyboard and buttons/icons that you click with the mouse are shown in a bold 
sans-serif typeface. 

e.g., Press Enter. 

e.g., Click OK to continue. 

Menus You Select 

Menus and the selections you make from the menus are shown in a bold sans-serif typeface. 

e.g., Select Start > Control Panel from the main computer menu. 

e.g., Select Tools > Options from the menu. 

Dialog Box, Application Window Titles, and Field Names 

The titles of dialog boxes and application windows are shown in italics.  Field names and selections made 
from drop-down menus, etc. are also shown in italics. 

e.g., The Print Preview window opens. 

e.g., Select All Shifts from the drop-down list. 
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Notes, Warnings, and Tips 
Notes, stops and tips appear throughout the manual.  They provide additional information that is important 
for you to know about the topic. 

STOP | You should read the information in a stop table.  It could 
help you prevent a situation from which you cannot 
recover. 

 

NOTE | A note is an important piece of information. 

 

TIP | A tip table helps you with some interesting or useful 
information about using the program. 
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Date Change Description 
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Chapter 1 

General Information 

Introduction to CheckPoint® 
CheckPoint® is the newest data collection and reporting technology available for the latest models of the 
Lincoln Electric Power Wave® family of Welding Power Sources. 

CheckPoint® is cloud-based computing based on Production Monitoring® but with more functionality and 
more flexibility.  CheckPoint® does not require additional hardware or software installation, allowing you to 
work from you own computer using your Internet browser.  CheckPoint® enables you to measure the Pulse® 
of your Lincoln Electric® welders with critical alerts and unprecedented production visibility.  CheckPoint® is 
available for viewing on your smart phone, tablet, and laptop or desktop of any computer or device with 
Internet access. 

Cloud-based computing refers to the delivery of computing and storage capacity as a service to a 
community of end users.  End users access cloud-based applications through a web browser or a desktop or 
mobile app while the business software and data are stored on servers at a remote location.  Cloud 
computing allows companies to get applications up and running faster, with improved manageability and 
less maintenance.  It relies on sharing of resources to achieve coherence and economies of scale like a 
utility (like the electricity grid) over a network (typically the Internet). 

CheckPoint® allows greater visibility.  You can access your data anytime, anywhere, with any web device 
without the need for VPN client software.  CheckPoint® is easy to implement and maintain.  You simply plug 
the Welding Power Source into your network.  (Refer to the Power Wave® Manager User Manual for 
instructions.)  There is low overheard, and no computer hardware required in the field; it is as user-friendly 
as going to a website.  CheckPoint® is more dynamic in that any updates to the application’s functionality 
are instant across all users. 

Weld Profiles  

One of the principal goals of CheckPoint™ is to report on welds that are outside of user-defined limits with 
respect to WeldScore®, current, voltage, wire feed speed, and duration.  This goal would be simple to 
implement if the Welding Power Source were to perform only one type of weld over and over.  However, in 
practical applications, this is not the case.  The assembly of many different industrial components requires 
welds of varying type and length. 

The concept of Weld Profiles allows the Welding Power Source to apply different limit settings for each 
weld that is performed on a certain part.  Before the Welding Power Source begins a new weld, the wire 
feeder or system controller selects the corresponding Weld Profile.  The Weld Engineer can, therefore, 
assign one Weld Profile to each weld required for the part assembly. 

For more in-depth information about Weld Profiles, please refer to the Power Wave® Manager User 
Manual. 
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Weld Logging  

CheckPoint™ records large quantities of weld statistics.  Each log entry contains the following welding 
statistics for each weld: 

▪ For current, voltage, wire feed speed, and duration: 

- Minimum 

- Maximum 

- Average 

- Percent above limit 

- Percent below limit 

- Profile maximum limit 

- Profile minimum limit 

▪ True Energy™ 

▪ Date and time the weld was made 

▪ Duration of the weld 

▪ Weld status after limit checking 

▪ Part Number, Consumable Lot, and Operator ID 

▪ WeldScore® 

Electronic Notification System 

When a Welding Power Source is used with CheckPoint®, the data center can send email and text-message 
notifications to multiple users.  Each user’s email address and mobile number can be configured to receive 
messages from the CheckPoint® data center upon any of several event conditions.   

Traceability  

CheckPoint™ provides you with the ability to report on all the welds that were made on a specific part 
number, by a specific operator, or using a specific consumable lot code.  Before a weld is made, this 
information is communicated to the Welding Power Source, in a variety of ways.  Every weld that is made 
after this is assigned with these ID numbers until a new number is entered.  CheckPoint™ users can generate 
a traceability report that looks for this ID from all the Welding Power Sources in the system.  Traceability 
solutions are typically customized to a customer’s specific needs.  Please contact Lincoln Electric for a quote 
on your needs. 

STOP | CheckPoint™ does not support consumable package tracking 
for dual wire feeding systems. 

WeldScore®  
WeldScore®, a new feature available in all third-generation Welding Power Source models (including the 
i400, C300, S350, S500 and AC/DC 1000 SD), can be used to support a weld quality control program.  It 
assigns a score to welds on a 0% to 100% scale that indicates the acceptability of the weld.  The score is 
based on a comparison to previously trained welding conditions.  Any weld with a score of 85% to 90% or 
above can be considered, with a reasonable amount of confidence, to be an acceptable weld.  WeldScore® 
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can be used independently on the power source or together with CheckPoint™.  Please refer to the Power 
Wave® Manager User Manual for more in-depth information on WeldScore®. 

STOP | WeldScore® is not a guarantee of quality and is not intended 
to replace a quality control system. 

CheckPoint® Cloud-Based Architecture 
The CheckPoint® system uses a cloud-based architecture.  This means that there is no dedicated computer 
required at your company to collect and store the data.  Each piece of welding equipment simply requires a 
network connection.  The Welding Power Source initiates the transfer of information through firewall-
friendly communications to the data center.  (The data transfer does not initiate from outside the power 
source.)  At that point, the data is accessible using a web browser and a secure login. 

 

Figure 1.1 CheckPoint® Cloud-Based Architecture 

Security and Data Storage 
Each CheckPoint® customer’s data is stored in a state-of-the-art data center. When viewing the CheckPoint® 
application, high-security, industry-standard encryption is utilized. The hosting center is a SSAE 16 SOC 2 
Type II compliant facility. SSAE 16, also called Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements 16, is a 
regulation created by the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (AICPA) for redefining and updating how service companies report on compliance controls. 

 

The hosting center is a SSAE 16 SOC 2 Type II compliant facility. SSAE 16, also called Statement on Standards 
for Attestation Engagements 16, is a regulation created by the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) for redefining and updating how service 
companies report on compliance controls. 
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It is an acceptable method to obtain assurance of a service organization’s internal controls without 
conducting separate assessments. Successful completion of the SSAE 16 SOC 2 Type II examination 
indicates that the processes, procedures, and controls have been formally evaluated and tested by an 
independent auditing firm. 

A service auditor’s examination performed in accordance with SSAE 16 SOC 2 Type II (Trust Principles) is 
widely recognized. It represents that a service organization has been through an in-depth audit of their 
control objectives and control activities, which often include controls over information technology and 
related processes. A Type II report not only includes the service organization’s description of controls but 
also includes detailed testing of the design and operating effectiveness. 

The hosting center environment is built with state-of-the-art equipment, technology investments, and 
operational expertise. There is an established disaster recovery program with redundancy and failover to 
protect the information stored in the system. 

Access Requirements, Network Capacity, and Power 
Wave® Requirements 

Access Requirements 

Each computer or mobile device that wants to connect to CheckPoint® must have access to the Internet.  All 
Welding Power Sources also need to have access to the Internet to report information back to the 
CheckPoint® data center.  Every Welding Power Source has a unique 16-character serial number. 

This identification serial number is saved during the registration process and sent to the CheckPoint® data 
center with each welding data packet.  When data arrives at the CheckPoint® data center, the identification 
serial number is used to save the data into your customer database. 

See Chapter 2 for details on preparing for CheckPoint®. 

Accessing Data in the CheckPoint® Data Center 

Access to all company data is limited to valid CheckPoint® users assigned by the Company Administrator. 
Your username and password must be entered on the home page, gaining access to company data, 
including all reports and configuration settings. 

Network Capacity 

Networks and Internet connections have a limited amount of bandwidth for sending data.  Each Welding 
Power Source uses a small amount of bandwidth.  To estimate the total bandwidth on your network, you 
can multiply the number of power welding sources by the data quantity of data packets described: 

▪ Every 20 seconds, each power source sends a status update to the CheckPoint® data center; the 
data packet is about 1 KB in size.   

▪ If a power source has completed a weld, or multiple welds, every 92 seconds it will send the new 
data; the data packet is about 2 KB per weld.   

▪ If there is an occurrence of a power source event or fault, every 66 seconds it will send the new 
data; the data packet is 0.5 KB in size per event. 

In the event the network or Internet connection goes down due to unexpected problems or scheduled 
maintenance, the Welding Power Sources will continue to collect and hold the welding data until the 
network connection is reestablished. 
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Each power source has enough internal memory to hold welding data for 1000 welds.  Once the Internet 
connection is reestablished, all welding data will be sent to the CheckPoint® data center.  If more than 1000 
welds are made before the Internet connections is reestablished, only the data from the last 1000 welds 
will be saved; data for the oldest welds will be lost. 

NOTE | If the power source is turned off before the Internet 
connection is reestablished, all welding data will be lost. 

Power Wave® Requirements 

The Power Wave® Welding Power Source that you want to connect to Production Monitoring™ must meet 
the following requirements: 

▪ Ethernet port 

- The Power Wave® 655, AC/DC 1000, and all third-generation Power Waves (i400, S350, S500, 
etc.) come standard with an Ethernet port, so no additional equipment is needed. 

- The Power Wave® 455M, 455M/STT, 455M Robotic, and 455M/STT Robotic need a K2207-2 
Ethernet/DeviceNet Module. 

- The Power Wave® 355M, F355i, and 405M need a K2436-1 Communication Interface. 

▪ The Production Monitoring™ firmware revision (in the Welding Power Source) must be revision 5 
or greater to use CheckPoint®. You can check the firmware revision using Power Wave® Manager; 
the revision number is shown on the CheckPoint® register screen under Diagnostics. If the 
revision is 4 or lower, the welding power source software can be updated from 
www.powerwavesoftware.com.  

http://www.powerwavesoftware.com/
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Chapter 2 

Preparing for CheckPoint® 

You need to have at least one Welding Power Source to create a CheckPoint® account for your company.  
This chapter walks you through the steps to complete this task.  After successfully completing these steps, 
you will become the CheckPoint® Site Administrator and can add Welding Power Sources and users through 
the CheckPoint® Configure feature of the application. 

Providing Access to the Internet 
Welding Power Sources require access to the internet to transmit data to the CheckPoint data server in the 
cloud. The CheckPoint server http://ws.LincolCheckPoint.com is located at IP address 207.89.49.2. Opening 
port 80 outbound only in your network firewall will allow each Welding Power Source to send data via HTTP 
to CheckPoint. 

TIP | Contact your local IT department for assistance in 
connecting power sources to the internet and firewall 
configuration. 

Update the Welding Power Source Firmware 
“Firmware” is the memory and programming code within the Welding Power Source that is the control 
program for the machine.  Making sure you have the latest firmware ensures that you have the latest 
features available for the power source and CheckPoint® software. 

To install the latest firmware: 

Procedure Details 

1. Log in to the computer as a user with 
administrative privileges. 

Contact your IT department if you do not have 
administrator privileges. 

2. Open your browser and go to 
www.powerwavesoftware.com. 

The Login page displays. 

http://ws.lincolcheckpoint.com/
http://www.powerwavesoftware.com/
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Procedure Details 

3. User must enter a valid email address and agree 
to personal data to be used by Lincoln Electric. 

 

4. In the Quick Links section, click the Power 
Wave®, Power Feed®/MAXsa® Software link. 

The system displays a page containing the 
Download Power Wave® Bundle-FREE button. 

 

5. Click the Download Power Wave® Bundle-FREE 
button to run the update. 

NOTE | Depending on your Windows version, 
you may have to click Run or Allow to permit 
your system to execute the file. 

The system opens the Lincoln Electric System 
Update Utility window where you tell the utility 
how to find the Welding Power Source you want 
to update. 

 

6. Choose the Connect through Ethernet option 
and enter the IP address of the Welding Power 
Source you want to update. 

TIP | If there is an IP address already 
displayed, it is the IP address of the last 
Welding Power Source that was connected.   
Be sure you enter the correct address for the 
current Welding Power Source you want to 
update. 
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Procedure Details 

You can enter the IP address for the Welding 
Power Source in one of two ways: 

▪ Type the specific IP address into the I 
know the IP address of the welder field. 

▪ Choosing the I do not know the IP 
address of the welder option.  The 
update utility scans your network and 
displays a list of Welding Power Source 
IP addresses on the same subnet. 

NOTE | If this Welding Power Source has 
older firmware, the IP address will not show up 
using this method. 

7. Click the Connect button once you have 
entered the IP address for the power source 
you are updating. 

The software scans the Welding Power Source to 
verify if the firmware currently on the machine 
is up to date. 

TIP | You can also see this information under 
System Status > Module Information > Software 
Version in Power Wave® Manager. 

 

8. If the firmware is not up to date, you must click 
Continue to update the Welding Power Source. 

The system proceeds with the update. 

If the firmware is already up to date, you will 
receive the message Update not required and 
you can click Exit to close the window. 

9. Exit the program once the firmware has finished 
updating. 
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Procedure Details 

10. Repeat steps 4 through 9 for each power source 
you need to update. 

 

Install the Latest Power Wave® Manager  
Once you update the Welding Power Source(s), you need to upgrade to the latest version of Power Wave® 
Manager.  If installing Power Wave® Manager for the first time, these instructions are also for you.  Power 
Wave® Manager is a software application that allows you to manage a multitude of settings and 
configuration options within the Lincoln Electric Power Wave® family of Welding Power Sources.  It also 
provides in-depth diagnostics of the Welding Power Source’s hardware and firmware to help identify and 
eliminate issues with welding or configuration. 

TIP | If you already have Power Wave® Manager installed, open 
the software.  The system automatically checks for and 
installs any updates, or you can click the Check for Updates 
button.  If the automatic update is successful, you can skip 
the next section. 

 

Procedure Details 

1. Log in to the computer as a user with 
administrative privileges. 

Contact your IT department if you do not have 
administrator privileges. 

2. Open your browser and go to 
www.powerwavesoftware.com. 

The Login page displays. 

3. User must enter a valid email address and 
agree to personal data to be used by Lincoln 
Electric. 

These are the same credentials you used when 
updating the Welding Power Source firmware. 

Once you log in, the system displays the Power 
Wave Resource Center. 

 

http://www.powerwavesoftware.com/
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Procedure Details 

4. In the Quick Links section, click the Power 
Wave® Utilities link. 

The system displays a page containing the 
Download Power Wave® Utilities FREE button. 

 

5. Click the Download Power Wave® Utilities 
FREE button to run the update. 

NOTE | Depending on your Windows version, 
you may have to click Run or Allow to permit your 
system to execute the file. 

TIP | If you haven’t logged in as a user with 
administrative privileges, you may have to 
download the file, open the location where you 
downloaded it, right-click the file and select Run 
as administrator. 

The system displays the Installer Language dialog. 

6. Select your language from the drop-down 
and click OK. 

If you are running an older version of Power Wave® 
Manager, the system prompts you to remove the 
old version.  Click OK to allow the installer to 
remove the old version. 

If this is a new installation (or once the old version 
is removed), the system displays the installation 
welcome window. 

 

7. Click Next on the Welcome screen to move to 
the License Agreement and continue the 
installation. 

 

8. You must accept the License Agreement and 
click Next to continue. 

 

9. Leave the default value in the Destination 
Folder field and click Install. 

The system extracts files and installs the Power 
Wave® Utilities on your computer.  Once it is 
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Procedure Details 

complete, the final page of the Setup Wizard 
opens. 

10. Click the Finish button to exit the installer. Congratulations!  You have installed Power Wave® 
Manager and can now configure your Welding 
Power Source. 

Enable CheckPoint® for a Power Source 
Now that you have upgraded the firmware on the Welding Power Source and installed the latest version of 
Power Wave® Manager on your computer, you can now use Power Wave® Manager to enable CheckPoint® 
on the Welding Power Source. 

Establish Connection to the Welding Power Source 

When you update the firmware on the Welding Power Source (page 2.1), you need to tell the Update Utility 
where to find the Welding Power Source on your network.  Now you need to tell Power Wave® Manager 
where to find the Welding Power Source on your network so you can enable CheckPoint® for that power 
source. 

 

Figure 2.1 Connecting to the Welding Power Source 

NOTE | Remember that the IP address displayed is either the last 
Welding Power Source to which Power Wave® Manager 
connected or that you recently updated with the Update 
Utility. 

 

Procedure Details 

1. Select Start > Programs > Lincoln Electric > 
Power Wave® Utilities from the computer’s 
main program menu. 

 

2. Select Power Wave® Manager to launch 
the utility. 

The Power Wave® Manager window opens and 
defaults to the Connect screen.  See Figure 2.1. 
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Procedure Details 

3. Choose the Connect through Ethernet option 
and enter the IP address of the Welding 
Power Source. 

For more details or information on finding the IP 
address of the Welding Power Source, please refer 
to the Power Wave® Manager User Manual. 

4. Click the Connect button. The system establishes the connection. Display the 
Registration page of Power Wave® Manager so you 
can enable CheckPoint® (Figure 2.2 on page 2.7).  
Please continue to Enabling CheckPoint® on page 
2.7. 

Enabling CheckPoint® 

Once you connect the Welding Power Source to Power Wave® Manager, you can now enable and set up 
CheckPoint® for that power source.  Once you enable CheckPoint® for the power source, the CheckPoint® 
administrator will be able to begin adding Welding Power Sources to the CheckPoint® system for monitoring 
and reporting. If the Welding Power Source has wireless connectivity you can configure CheckPoint to use 
Wi-Fi to connect to CheckPoint®. Otherwise use a hard-wired Ethernet connection. 

 

Figure 2.2 Registration Section of Power Wave® Manager 

TIP | Contact your company’s IT Department to obtain the DNS 
server address, if any, and to find out if you need to use a 
proxy server. If so, have them explain to you how to 
configure it. 
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Procedure Details 

1. Select Register under Production 
Monitoring™ in Power Wave® Manager. 

 

2. Enter a name for the Welding Power Source 
in the Power Source name field. 

If you do not see this section, the firmware on the 
connected Welding Power Source is not up to date.  
Please refer to page 2.1 to update the firmware of 
the power source.  Return here when complete. 

3. Select networking option under the Run 
Checkpoint from field. 

Users have the following options: Back Ethernet, 
Front Ethernet, or Wi-Fi. If the Welding Power Source 
has wireless connectivity, you must select which 
communication port you want to use with 
CheckPoint: Back Ethernet, Front Ethernet, or Wi-Fi. 
Once selected, only that port will be used to connect 
to CheckPoint. For all other Welding Power Sources, 
the only available port is the Ethernet port on the 
back of the chassis. 

 

4. Place a check mark in the Enable 
CheckPoint® over the Internet checkbox 
under CheckPoint® Setup. 

Once you enable CheckPoint® for the power source, 
the Welding Power Source no longer sends email 
notifications.  With CheckPoint®, email and text 
message notifications come from the data center. 

5. Enter an IP address in the DNS server field. This information is not mandatory.  If you are unable 
to obtain a DNS IP address, set the value to “0.0.0.0” 
and continue. 

If you are using a proxy server, continue with step 6. 

If you are not using a proxy server, skip to step 7. 

6. If you are using a proxy server, place a 
check mark in the Proxy Server checkbox 
under Enable Proxy Server and enter the IP 
address of that server in the Proxy Server IP 
field. 

If you are not using a Proxy Server, you can leave 
these options blank and continue with step 7. 

You can obtain the proxy information from the 
Network Administrator.  This information is 
necessary to gain access to the Internet from your 
network through the proxy server. 

7. Once you have entered all required 
information, click the Apply settings 
button. 

The system displays the End User License Agreement. 

STOP | Power Wave® Manager resets the Welding 
Power Source when you click the Apply settings 
button.  Be careful that the power source is not 
currently welding. 
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Procedure Details 

8. Accept the End User Agreement to 
continue. 

Once you have applied your settings, you need to 
test those settings and make sure the connection to 
CheckPoint® is successful. 

9. Click the Send Test Message button. If the settings were correct, you should receive the 
Status:  Success message displayed under the button 
(Figure 2.2). 

TIP | If you received a Status: Failed message, you 
can hover your mouse over the message to see why 
your test failed.  Please refer to Appendix A for 
more details. 

Save the Production Monitoring™ Installation Key File  

One final step remains and that is to save an installation key file for the Welding Power Source that you will 
upload to CheckPoint® to create your company’s account.  See page 2.9 for more information. 

Each individual power source has a unique installation key file.  The system uses these files to register the 
equipment in CheckPoint™.  The steps below walk you through how to save the installation key file for the 
Welding Power Source.  Each Welding Power Source you add to CheckPoint™ needs its own key file. 

 

Figure 2.3 Save an Installation Key File

TIP | If the Welding Power Source has wireless connectivity you 
may select WiFi on the CheckPoint® Registration tab to use 
that feature with CheckPoint®. 

On the Registration tab of Power Wave® Manager (Figure 2.3), simply click the Save Production 
Monitoring™ Installation Key button and save the file on your computer or network.  Close Power Wave® 
Manager when finished. 
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STOP | It is recommended that you do not change the text in the 
Power Source name field, especially after creating files from 
the power source (e.g., training files or backups).  Power 
Wave® Manager uses the Power Source name to organize 
and name weld training, backups, SnapShot files, weld logs, 
calibration logs, and more.  If you change a name, you will 
have to find and load files manually. 
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Chapter 3 

Setting up CheckPoint® 

Now that you have updated the Welding Power Source firmware, have the latest version of Power Wave® 
Manager software installed, and have enabled CheckPoint® for the first Welding Power Source, you are 
ready to create the Administrator user account in CheckPoint® and register your company in the data 
center. 

Connecting to CheckPoint® 
When you want to connect to CheckPoint®—which you can do anytime, anywhere—you simply visit the 
following web site:  www.lincolncheckpoint.com.  From this page you can create a new user account and 
register your company into CheckPoint® (once you have a user account) and learn all about using 
CheckPoint®. 

 

Figure 3.1 CheckPoint® Home Page 

Creating your company starts by registering as a new user. To set up your company’s Administrator Account 
for the first time, you need to navigate to the CheckPoint® Home Page now.  Click the Click here to register 
your company with CheckPoint® and register as a new user. You will then log into CheckPoint® to create the 
company and register your first Welding Power Source. 

  

http://www.lincolncheckpoint.com/
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Create Administrator Account 
When you create your company’s account in CheckPoint® the very first step is to create the administrator 
user account.  Complete the required fields shown in the below figure. Once you register your new user 
account, you will be required to validate the user information. 

 

Figure 3.2 Add a New User Account 

NOTE | Your email address is your account login user ID. 

 

Procedure Details 

1. Click Click here to register your company 
with CheckPoint® on the Home page. 

The Add a New User Account page opens. 

2. Follow all instructions on the page and 
populate all the required fields. 

NOTE | The first user created is the Company 
administrator account.  This user has access to set up 
other users and add Welding Power Sources in 
CheckPoint®. 

3. Click Register. After you register the system sends a verification email 
to the email address you entered. 

The system will also return you to the Home Page 
where you will see the following information: 
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Validate User Information in CheckPoint® 
Validating your user information is simple and gets you closer to using CheckPoint® to monitor your welding 
operations.  Check your email inbox for a message from CheckPoint®.  Open the email and click the 
validation link contained within it. 

 

Figure 3.3 Validation Email 

TIP | If you do not see an email from CheckPoint®, check your 
Junk Mail folder for the following email address: 
noreply@checkpointmail.lincolnelectric.com. 

Once you click the validation link, the End User License Agreement page appears. Acknowledge the 
agreement and click the Continue button. You will see a thank you screen, where you will click the 
Continue to Login button. You will return to the Home Page to login.  

Procedure Details 

1. Open the email and click the Click here to 
complete verification link.  

 

2. Review the End User License Agreement. Click 
on the checkbox stating you have read and 
accept the agreement. Then click the Continue 
button. 
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Procedure Details 

3. Click on the Continue to Login button. 

 

 

Register Your Company and Upload the Installation Key 
File 
Once you create an Administrator Account and validate the email registration, you need to log into 
CheckPoint® and register your company. If your company has multiple locations, the administrator can 
create the additional locations later (See Chapter 4, Managing CheckPoint®). From the Home Page, use your 
validated email address and password. During your first login, you will be directed to the Create a New 
Company with the First Welding Power Source. 

Once you validate the Administrator Account and have completed the top portion of this form to create the 
Company, you need to also register your first Welding Power Source.  You register a power source by 
uploading the installation key file you saved on page 2.9.  Only then will you be able to finish registering 
your company and begin adding more users and power sources to CheckPoint®. 

The Welding Power Source that you register will be assigned to a new Production Station of the same 
name. In CheckPoint® a Production Station is any place in the production facility where welding happens. 
CheckPoint® collects production data from all Welding Power Sources at each Production Station. 
Production data is maintained at the Production Station even if the Welding Power Source is removed or 
reassigned to another station later. 

NOTE | You must register at least one Welding Power Source to 
create a company.  You will not be able to continue without 
the installation key file.  See page 2.9 for details on saving 
the key file. 
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Figure 3.4 Company Basics 

NOTE | The City is used as the first Location in this Company. 

 

Figure 3.5 Time Zone, Display Units, and Language and Region 

TIP | Select the Time Zone, Display Units, and Language and 
Region defaults for your company now. The selected Time 
Zone will become the default for all Locations created 
under this Company. The selected Display Units and 
Language and Region will become the default for all Users 
created under this Company. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Welding Power Source Registration 
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TIP | The text you enter in Production Station Name is the name 
in the Location asset tree where this Welding Power Source 
is currently assigned. The Welding Power Source Equipment 
ID is the identifier used by your Company to describe this 
asset. 

 

TIP | To complete the Welding Power Source Registration, press 
the Choose File button and find the installation key file that 
you created for this Welding Power Source. Press Upload to 
upload the contents of the installation key file, which 
includes the Welding Power Source Device Id. The Welding 
Power Source Device Id is a unique identifier that was 
written into the welder by Lincoln Electric at the time of 
manufacture. 

 

TIP | To complete Company registration, press Register after you 
enter all required fields, set the default Time Zone, Display 
Units and Language and Region, and upload the installation 
key file for you first Welding Power Source. 

 

Procedure Details 

1. Log into CheckPoint® with the email address 
and password you used when creating the 
Administrator account. Click the Login button. 

 

2. Complete all required fields for the New 
Company. 

To create a new Company in the data center, 
required fields include: Company Name and City. 
You will always use the dropdown arrows for the 
Time Zone, Display Units, and Language and 
Region fields. 

3. Enter the name of the power sources in the 
Production Station Name field. 

The text you enter here appears as the name of 
the welder in the Asset Tree.  Be sure you can 
distinguish multiple Welding Power Sources from 
one another. 

4. Enter information about the Welding Power 
Source in the Welding Power Source 
Equipment ID field. 

Generally, you want to use the Welder Power 
Source Equipment ID field to display the model of 
the power source. 
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Procedure Details 

5. Click on the Welding Power Source 
Registration File’s Choose File button and 
locate your token file. Click the Open button 
and the Upload button. 

The Windows Explorer opens to locate the token 
file. 

 

 

6. The Welding Power Source Device ID 
automatically displays. 

 

7. Click the Registration button. The company is registered in the data center and 
the first Welder Power Source Equipment ID has 
been linked to the company in the data center. 
The application then navigates to the home page 
of the application. 
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Chapter 4 

Configuring CheckPoint® 

To make effective use of CheckPoint® reports and data analysis you need to properly configure CheckPoint® 
to match your manufacturing operation. Before you can properly configure CheckPoint®, you need to 
understand the following concepts: 

▪ Production Station 

▪ Production Day 

Production Station 
Production Station is place in a manufacturing facility that is a CheckPoint® Location where a welding 
operation takes place. It may be a fixed location in an assembly line, on the shop floor, or it may be a set of 
equipment that moves around. A Production Station may be used to make one or more parts repetitively or 
may be used for fabrication or repair. 

A Production Station typically has one Welding Power Source. But some Production Stations may have 
more than one, depending on the welding process being performed. If more than one, each Welding Power 
Source is identified by the role it plays in the welding process. For example, in a tandem weld setup, 
typically there is a “lead” arc and one or more “trail’ arcs. Each arc that plays a Role in the welding process 
and has a Welding Power Source assigned to it. 

In CheckPoint®, all production data is organized and stored by Production Station. Connected Welding 
Power Sources send raw data to CheckPoint®.  CheckPoint® identifies the Production Station and Role where 
the Welding Power Source is assigned and stores the data by Production Station and Role. 

In this way, CheckPoint® allows you to swap out Welding Power Sources and other equipment for 
scheduling reasons, maintenance or repairs, and later swap in a suitable replacement, all without disrupting 
the collection of and reporting of production data for your facility.  

Also, in CheckPoint®, key performance indicators (KPIs) are generally computed by Production Station. KPIs 
include OEE and its factors (Availability, Performance and Quality), Operating Factor, Total Arc Time, Total 
Deposition and Total Gas Flow,  

Each Production Station can be configured with its own Planned Downtime Schedule, Idle Time Threshold, 
Planned Arc Time, Planned Deposition and Expected Gas Flow Rate. These parameter values are then used 
to compute the KPIs for the Production Station. When computing aggregate KPIs for a Location or a 
Container, the individual Production Station KPI values are averaged over all Production Stations. 

To make these KPI values meaningful you need ensure that each Production Station is properly configured 
to the welding operation that is performed there. 

Production Day 
Production Day is a unit of time defined by the Location Shift Schedule. A Production Day starts at the start 
time of the first shift on the corresponding calendar day and ends before the end time of the last shift that 
starts on that same calendar day. Note that the end time of the Production Day may be in the next calendar 
day. All CheckPoint report time periods, including Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 90 Days and Custom, are 
defined in units of Production Day. 
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In CheckPoint®, by default, every Location is created with a default shift schedule that includes a single shift 
‘Default Shift’ from midnight to midnight, 7 days a week. So, by default, every calendar day is a Production 
Day that lasts 24 hours and runs from midnight to midnight. The default shift is defined this way to ensure 
that no welding activity is missed, and every weld is reported. 

But, if your Location has a different shift schedule, it is important to change the shift schedule for the 
Location to match. Using the correct shift schedule will make KPI calculations, comparisons, and trends 
more meaningful. 

The remainder of this chapter deals with the specific configurations to enable proper setup of the logistical 
information for your Company and its equipment. 

The Company Administrator 
A Company Administrator uses the Configure feature to define the Company and its Locations and to 
manage user accounts. 

An Equipment Manager defines the Location’s asset hierarchy, including registering and assigning Welding 
Power Source equipment, defining shift schedules including planned downtime, and configuring production 
parameters such as Planned Arc Time, Planned Deposition, etc. An Equipment Manager can also modify the 
Company and its Locations. 

TIP | The Company Administrator is also an Equipment Manager. 

 

NOTE | To access the CheckPoint® Configure feature, your user 
account must have the Administrator or Equipment 
Manager access associated with it. 

Includes CheckPoint User capabilities plus access to 
configure the Company, Locations, and Equipment layout. 

To access the CheckPoint® Configure feature, simply click the Configure link at the top right-hand side of the 
page. 

Tabs in CheckPoint® Configure 
In the CheckPoint® Configure feature, the tabs across the top of the page provide access to the various 
settings available.  You must have a minimum Equipment Manager access to access the Company and 
Locations and Equipment Layout tabs. You must have Administrator access associated with your user 
account to also access users. 

▪ The Company and Locations tab displays the details on the Company and its locations. 

▪ The Equipment Layout tab displays all company assets by location and allows you to add and 
remove assets including containers, Production Stations, Welding Power Sources. You can also 
modify Shift Schedules and Planned Downtime Events. 

▪ The Users tab allows you to add, delete, and modify user access. 
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Figure 4.1 CheckPoint® Configure 

Company and Locations Tab 
When your company is first created, the CheckPoint® Administrator entered your company’s name and 
address, along with the Selected Location (City). You can edit this information as needed. You can also 
manage Locations on this tab. 

TIP | A CheckPoint® Company can have one or more Locations 
where production welding takes place. Each Location 
appears as a top item in the list of Company asset 
hierarchy. Each Location has its own Containers and 
Production Stations where registered Welding Power 
Sources are assigned. All Company User account have 
access to all Locations. All CheckPoint® reports are by 
Location. 

A Company Administrator or an Equipment Manager can add or modify a Location, define Containers and 
Production Stations for that Location, modify the Shift Schedule and Planned Downtime, and configure 
Welding Power Source equipment assigned to the Production Stations. 
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Figure 4.2 Company and Locations Tab 

Add a New Location Button (Create Multiple Locations) 

The administrator and the equipment manager have the capability to create multiple locations for a single 
company. After registering the company and uploading the first Welding Power Source, your first location 
was created using the City. Click on the Add a Location button to access the screen to create the new 
location. Follow the procedure to create as many new locations as required. 

TIP | Be sure to select the correct time zone when defining a new 
Location. Changing the time zone selection later on is not 
recommended as it may result in gaps and inaccuracies in 
reports that combine data entries made with different time 
zone selections. 

To create a new location: 

Procedure Details 

1. Click on the Add a New Location button. 

 

2. Click in the Location Name field and enter the 
new location. Populate all other fields. 
Confirm the Time Zone of the new location. 

Only the Location Name and Time Zone selection 
are required. 
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Procedure Details 

3. Click the Save button. 

 

4. Review the Company and Locations tab. The Selected Location field has a dropdown arrow, 
allowing the administrator to see the multiple 
locations for their company. 

Choosing a specific location displays that location’s 
information in the tab. This tab also allows the 
administrator to update address and time zone 
information. 

5. Repeat these steps for each new location.  

Equipment Layout 
This section will allow you to understand how to better organize your asset tree as you will want to think 
about the organization before you start. 

 

Figure 4.3 Company Assets: Location 

Company Assets 
The Company Assets include the company Locations, the Containers, the Production Stations, and the 
Welding Power Sources. Clicking on each of the items in the Company Assets navigation shows you 
different capabilities in the main viewing screen. Company Assets are structured in a hierarchy as 
suggested in the following example. 
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Table 4.1 Company Assets Hierarchy Explanation 

Company Assets Hierarchy Explanation for Example 

 

Elyria: Is a Location at the highest level of the tree where all other 
components are organized. The Location describes where your manufacturing 
facility is located (example: City). 

Work Area 1: Is a Container that is located under the Location. The 
Container can be organized by sections of your shop floor. 

NE Ohio R350_01: Is a Production Station. The Production Station 
is any place in the production facility where welding happens. 

Power Source R350: Is a Welding Power Source. The Welding 
Power Source is the equipment used in making the welds. 

Store Room: Each Location contains a Store Room, where Power 
Sources can be moved and taken offline from being an active machine in the 
manufacturing process. 

Company Assets: Location 

During the initial setup of a new company, the City is designated as the first Location. A company can have 
many locations where manufacturing processes occur. When setup of a new location occurs, you will set 
the following options that your Asset Tree items will use as the parent values. You can determine the timing 
for the Idle Time Threshold and Planned Arc Time. You can also determine the Planned Disposition and the 
Expected Gas Flow Rate as used in your welds. 

TIP | By entering these values in the asset tree, they are a 
convenience to individual Welding Power Sources, but can 
be overwritten at specific Welding Power Sources. 

 

Figure 4.4 Company Assets: Location 
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Table 4.2 Field Definitions 

Field Description 

Idle Time Threshold This is the amount of time that the machines under this Location can be idle 
before the lapse in productivity begins to be counted as Unplanned 
Downtime. 

Planned Arc Time Enter the amount of time that you expect the machines under this Location to 
be welding in an hour. This value is used for OEE calculations. 

Planned Deposition Enter the amount of consumable/weld wire that you expect to deposit in an 
hour. 

Expected Gas Flow Rate Enter the amount of weld gas that you expect to consume in an hour. 

Company Assets: Container 

Containers are sections under a Location in the asset tree. You can use a Container to group Production 
Stations together to suit your needs. Containers cannot be created under Production Stations, Welding 
Power Sources, or Store Rooms. When you create a Container, you can assign a new or previously added 
Production Station to that Container. 

 

Figure 4.5 Company Assets: Container 

Add a New Container Button 

To create a new Container, select the Location where adding and click the Add a New Container 
button. Choose the Parent Asset (Location). You inherit the Parent Values for the Idle Time Threshold, 
Planned Arc Time, Planned Deposition, and Expected Gas Flow Rate values. You can override the 
parent values by unchecking the boxes and adjusting accordingly for the new Container. Once 
completed, click on the Save button. 
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Figure 4.6 Add a New Container 

Company Assets: Production Station 

In CheckPoint® a Production Station is any place in the production facility where welding happens. 
Production data is collected from all the Welding Power Sources at a Production Station. Production data is 
maintained at the Production Station even if the Welding Power Source is removed or reassigned to 
another station. When setting up a new Production Station, you will determine if you use the parent values.  

 

Figure 4.7 Company Assets: Production Station 

Add a New Production Station Button 

To create a new Production Station, select the Container (or Location) where adding and click the Add 
a New Production Station button. Choose the Parent Asset (Location or Container). You inherit the 
Parent Values for the Idle Time Threshold, Planned Arc Time, Planned Deposition, and Expected Gas 
Flow Rate values. You can override the parent values by unchecking the boxes and adjusting 
accordingly for the new Production Station. Once completed, click on the Save button. 
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Figure 4.8 Add a New Production Station 

Company Assets: Welding Power Source 

The Welding Power Source is the equipment used when making welds in your manufacturing facility. A 
Welding Power Source is listed in the asset tree under a Production Station.  

 

Figure 4.9 Company Assets: Welding Power Source 

Add a New Welding Power Source Button 

To create a new Welding Power Source, select the Production Station where adding and click the Add 
a New Welding Power Source button. Choose the Parent Asset (Production Station). You inherit the 
Parent Values for the Idle Time Threshold, Planned Arc Time, Planned Deposition, and Expected Gas 
Flow Rate values. You can override the parent values by unchecking the boxes and adjusting 
accordingly for the new Production Station. In a multiple arc Production Station, such as tandem 
welding or submerged arc welding, the Equipment Role field is important because this identifies this 
Welding Power Source in Production Station reports. The Equipment ID is a required field where you 
can supply your company’s asset ID. You will also need to locate and upload the Installation File 
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control to upload your Welding Power Source token file. Choose your token file and click the Upload 
button. Your Welding Power Source Device ID is displayed. Once completed, click on the Save button. 

 

Figure 4.10 Add a New Welding Power Source 

Company Asset: Store Room 

When a Welding Power Source is taken out of production, the source can be moved to the Store Room. At 
this point, the link between the Welding Power Source and the Production Station is broken. This will not 
affect Production Station reports. The Store Room displays its parent location. 

 

Figure 4.11 Company Assets: Welding Power Source 

Delete Selected Asset Button 

This button allows you to delete a selected Company Asset. When doing so, you will receive a warning 
message that once you click the OK button that the asset along with any children assets (meaning 
Production Stations and Welding Power Sources) will be deleted. You can delete a Location, but you cannot 
delete a Store Room once it has been created. 
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NOTE | To your company only has a single Welding Power Source, 
you cannot delete that source. 

 

Figure 4.12 Delete Selected Asset 

NOTE | Any changes to the Equipment Layout tab will not take 
effect until the beginning of the next Production Day. 

Move/Reassign a Selected Asset 

In the Company Asset tree hierarchy, the administrator or equipment manager has the capability to move 
(reassign) selected assets from one area of the tree to another. The following are the rules when moving 
items along with examples of errors when trying to move them. 

Locations and Store Rooms 

Locations and Store Rooms cannot be moved. Once they are created they are static.  

 

Figure 4.13 Move a Location or a Store Room 
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Containers 

Containers can be moved within Location or into or out of another Container. Containers cannot be 
moved into a Store Room. Moving a Container will move all children asset(s) within the selected 
Container. Click the Save button once confirming the move. 

 

Figure 4.14 Move a Container within a Location 

Production Stations 

Production Stations work similarly to Containers. They can only be moved within a Location and within 
Containers. Production Stations cannot be in Store Rooms. Production Stations hold the data used in 
the reporting functions. 

Containers and Production Stations must be moved within the Location where they were created. 

 

Figure 4.15 Move a Container to a Different Location 
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Welding Power Sources 

Welding Power Sources must be in a Production Station or a Store Room. Click the Save button once 
confirming the move. 

TIP | Welding Power Sources that are registered with the 
company can be moved from one Location to another. 

 

Figure 4.16 Move a Welding Power Source 

Shift Schedules 
To help you view the data from the Welding Power Sources in your company, CheckPoint® provides you 
with the ability to create a Shift Schedule in the application that matches your real production Shift 
Schedule. When you generate reports, you often have the option to display welding data for a specific 
shift–sometimes all the way down to the hour within the shift. 

When you click a specific Location under the Company Assets, the system displays the list of shifts currently 
active in CheckPoint®. The list displays some basic information such as the start and end time, and how 
often the shift repeats. 

 

Figure 4.17 Shift Schedules (Default after first Location Created) 
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NOTE | CheckPoint® creates a default shift once the company and 
Location have been created. To create your Location’s Shift 
Schedule, first use the Edit Selected Shift Schedule button 
to edit this entry. Then, use the Add a New Shift Schedule 
button to create additional shifts. CheckPoint® requires one 
shift always. 

Add a New Shift Schedule Button 

Adding a shift to CheckPoint® is simple. Simply click the Add a New Shift Schedule button. The system 
displays the New Shift window. Based on your needs for this shift entry, complete the information on the 
screen. Choose the repeat frequency of Daily or Weekly for specific days other than Mon-Fri. Click the Save 
button. 

 

Figure 4.18 Add a New Shift Schedule 

Table 4.3 Fields on the Shift Details Screen 

Field Description 

Shift Name Depending on your needs, enter a new name for the shift. 

Description Enter a brief description of the shift. 

Start Time Enter the Start Time by hours, minutes, then AM or PM. 

End Time Enter the End Time by hours, minutes, then AM or PM. 

Time Zone The Time Zone is set when the Location is created. 

Repeat Frequency The Repeat Frequency field allows you to determine how often this shift 
repeats.  The settings available depend on the frequency you select. 
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Field Description 

Repeat Frequency:  
Daily 

When you set a shift to repeat Daily, you can configure the day interval.  For 
example, for shifts occurring all seven days a week, you’ll choose Every Day, 
otherwise, choosing Every Weekday only gives you Monday through Friday 
frequency. 

 

Repeat Frequency:  
Weekly 

When you set a shift to repeat on a Weekly basis, you can configure the days of 
the week on which the shift should occur.  For example, this schedule frequency 
shows weekly on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 

 

Edit Selected Shift Schedule Button 

If you want to edit the details of a Shift, click on the Edit Selected Shift Schedule button. Use the same 
information as you did to add a new shift when editing a selected shift. Once all fields have been revised, 
just click on the Save button. 

 

Figure 4.19 Edit Selected Shift Schedule 

STOP | When Adding or Editing Schedules, Shift Schedule Times 
cannot overlap. 
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Delete Selected Shift Schedule Button 

If you want to delete a Shift from the system, you can simply click the Delete Selected Shift Schedule 
button. 

NOTE | You cannot delete the last shift. 

 

Figure 4.20 Delete Selected Shift Schedule 

Planned Downtime Events 
Planned Downtime Events are used when calculating availability of Production Stations. Planned Downtime 
Events can occur at various levels of the Location. When configuring a specific event, choose the level of the 
asset tree first (Location, Container, Production Station, or Welding Power Source). Once you have 
determined the level, you can create, edit, or delete a Planned Downtime Event. 

 

Figure 4.21 Planned Downtime Events 

NOTE | Each level of your Company Assets tree has Planned 
Downtime Events.  

 shows the Planned Downtime Event is at a Parent 
Level higher than showing; 

 shows the Planned Downtime Event is at the level 
selected. 
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Add a New Downtime Event Button 

To create a New Downtime Event, click the Add a New Downtime Event button. Follow the same guidelines 
as you used when creating shifts regarding the fields required. Once all fields have been populated, click on 
the Save button. 

 

Figure 4.22 Add a Planned Downtime 

Edit Selected Downtime Event Button 

If you want to edit the details of a Downtime Event, click on the Edit Selected Downtime Event button. Use 
the same information as you did to add a new Downtime Event when editing a selected shift. Once all fields 
have been revised, just click on the Save button. 

 

Figure 4.23 Edit Planned Downtime Events 
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Delete Selected Downtime Event Button 

If you want to delete a Downtime Event from the system, you can simply click the Delete Selected 
Downtime Event button. 

 

Figure 4.24 Delete Selected Downtime Event 

Table 4. 4 Planned Downtime Event 

Example Planned Downtime Event 

Shift Schedule / 
Production Day 

Your Production Day consists of the following schedules: 
6:00 am – 2:00 pm 
2:00 pm – 10:00 pm 
10:00 pm – 6:00 am 

Planned Downtime 
Event 

For creating a full day Planned Downtime Event for the Example Production 
Day, you will need to create two Planned Downtime Events: 

1. 6:00 am – Midnight 

2. Midnight – 6:00 am 

 

NOTE | Planned Downtime Events may overlap. 

Users Tab 
The Users tab allows the administrator user to setup users and grant access to the system. When you first 
set up the system, the individual that set up the company account is the administrator in CheckPoint®. That 
user can add users and give administrator access to other individuals. 

TIP | If you have yet to add all your Welding Power Sources or 
create your Shift Schedules, you should add them before 
creating your users.  The system sends those users an email 
to complete their registration.  If you aren’t ready for users 
to view any reports, return to this section later. 
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Figure 4.25 Users Tab 

Create a New User Account Button 

Now that you have your system all set up and ready to go, you’re ready to provide your team with access to 
CheckPoint®. To do this, you need to create a user account for each person. 

NOTE | Once you save the user account, CheckPoint® automatically 
sends the user an email to validate their account.  Be sure 
you are ready for people to begin logging in and using 
CheckPoint®. 
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Figure 4.26 Create a New User Account 

To create a new user: 

Procedure Details 

1. On the Users tab in the CheckPoint® Configure 
feature, click the Create a New User Account 
button. 

The New page opens. 

2. Enter all user information The user’s email address will become their user 
name to log in to CheckPoint®. 

3. Choose the correct User Role(s) for the new 
user. 

A specific user can have one or all the given roles: 
Administrator, Equipment Manager, or CheckPoint 
User. 

4. Click the Save button. Once you click Save, the system sends an email to 
the user at the email address you entered.  Be sure 
to instruct them to click the link in that email to 
complete their registration with CheckPoint®. 
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NOTE | Within the Users tab, there are two images showing with 
users that will signify whether the user has verified their 
email.  

 shows the user HAS verified their email; 

 shows the user HAS NOT verified their email. 

Table 4. 5 Security Options Available for the User Account 

Field Description 

User Roles 

Administrator Includes Equipment Manager capabilities and User management access. 

Equipment Manger Includes CheckPoint User capabilities plus access to configure the Company, 
Locations, and Equipment layout. 

CheckPoint User Allows access to My Account and Home reports. 

Edit Selected User Button 

When you have a user that needs their information revised (edited), using the Edit Selected User button 
allows an administrator the ability to make changes. The administrator will choose the select the user and 
click the button. The user’s first and last name can be revised, along with their User Roles. Once changes 
are completed, click the Save button. When an email address correction is required, the current user will 
need to be deleted, and a new user added with the change in email address. 

 

Figure 4.27 Edit Selected User 
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Delete Selected User Button 

There are many reasons why you may need to remove a user account from CheckPoint®. If the employee 
leaves the company or the account was entered by mistake, you can easily keep your system up to date. 

To delete a user, select the user to be deleted and simply click the Delete Selected User button. The system 
displays a confirmation message to make sure you want to remove the user account. This helps prevent 
accidental deletion. Click the OK button if you want to delete the account. 

 

Figure 4.28 Delete Selected User 

Resend Email to Selected User Button 

When a user has been added but has not validated their email in a timely manner, the administrator can 
remind the user with subsequent validation emails. The administrator chooses the selected user and clicks 
on the Resend Email to Selected User button. A Status Message box appears saying the validation email 
has been sent. 

 

Figure 4.29 Resend Email to Selected User 

Filtering Users in CheckPoint® Configure 
You can use the Add Filters dropdown box to narrow the list to only those you want to see. You can create 
and save as many filters as are needed. 

 

Figure 4.30 Filtering Users 
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For example, you want to only see a list of users with the last name “Smith.”  

Procedure Details 

1. Click the Add Filter button and click on the 
Last Name box. 

A second dropdown box appears: 

 

2. Click the Starts With dropdown box to select 
sorting choice and type the search text in the 
empty box.  

 

3. Click the Save button.  

4. Use the dropdown arrow to expand and 
collapse all filters created for use.  
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Chapter 5 

Your CheckPoint® User Account 

Your CheckPoint® User Account name is your email address. Ask your Company Administrator to add your 
account to your CheckPoint® company. You will be required to verify your account information, accept your 
CheckPoint® End-User License Agreement (EULA), and change your default password. Once re-verified and 
logged-in, you can change your Language and Units Type configurations if necessary. 

Finalize User Registration 
When your Company Administrator creates your user account in CheckPoint®, you will receive an email 
containing your user name and a temporary password.  

 

Figure 5.1 Example User Email 

Click the link to complete user account verification 

TIP | The verification email includes a temporary password. Use 
this password the first time you log into CheckPoint®. 
CheckPoint® will then prompt you to change your password. 

If you do not complete the verification of your user account, or if the verification link has expired, you will 
see the following error asking you to contact your Company Administrator. Ask your Company 
Administrator to send a new verification email. 

 

Figure 5.2 Email Verification Error 
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Accept the End-User License Agreement 

When you first log in to the system with your temporary password, there are a few steps remaining for you 
to complete your account registration.  First, you must read and accept the End-User License Agreement.  
Click the checkbox for the “I have read and accept the End-User License Agreement” and then click the 
Continue button. 

 

Figure 5.3 End-User License Agreement 

 

Figure 5.4 Registration Verification Confirmation 
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Confirm Security Settings 

Once you accept the License Agreement, the system requires that you change your temporary password to 
your own personal password.  Click the Save button when you have confirmed the information on this 
page. 

 

Figure 5.5 Validating Your Account 

After validating your account, you will return to the home page where you will login as a user for the first 
time. 
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Managing Your User Account 
The My Account area of CheckPoint® provides you with access to your CheckPoint® user account and allows 
you to edit a variety of information, from your personal information to your display preferences to alert 
subscriptions.  Click the My Account link to access the User Information page. 

 

Figure 5.6 Accessing the My Account Page 

User Information 

The User Information section of your profile allows you to view your email address and (optional) phone 
number.  You can sign up for alert messages, and CheckPoint® uses the information it finds here to send 
those alerts. 

 

Figure 5.7 Account Settings 

You can correct the way your name is displayed in CheckPoint® by editing the text in the First Name and 
Last Name fields, although these rarely need to be changed. You can add your Phone Number. You can 
change your Language and Unit Type based on Imperial or Metric. Your User Roles, also shown here, are set 
by your Company Administrator. Once you have made any necessary revisions, click the Save button. 

Configure Alerts 

One of the many advantages of a cloud-based application is the flexibility of the alert messaging that 
CheckPoint® provides.  Configure Alerts lets you subscribe to receive emails when certain events happen on 
the Production Station(s) you select.  The following alerts types are available to you: 
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▪ Disconnected:  When you turn this alert on, the system will send a notification each time a 
Welding Power Source that is assigned to the selected Station is disconnected from the network. 

▪ Part Assembly Over Weld Limit:  This after works in conjunction with the Weld Sequencer 
application software. For each part, a Weld Engineer specifies the number of welds expected to 
be completed in each step of the assembly sequence. Use this alert to receive a notification 
when the number of welds performed on an assembly at the selected Production Station goes 
over that expected number. You receive a notification once the entire assembly is complete. 

▪ Part Assembly Under Weld Limit: This alert works in conjunction with the Weld Sequencer 
application software. For each part, a Weld Engineer specifies the number of welds expected to 
be completed in each step of the assembly sequence. Use this alert to receive a notification 
when the number of welds performed on an assembly at the selected Production Station is 
under that expected number. You receive a notification once the entire assembly is complete. 

▪ Power on:  Activating this alert causes CheckPoint® to send out a notification every time a 
Welding Power Source assigned to the selected Production Station is powered on. 

▪ System event:  Activating this alert causes CheckPoint® to send out a notification when a System 
Event such as “Missed Welds” occurs on a Welding Power Source assigned to the selected 
Production Station. System Events may also occur after a Welding Power Source configuration 
change such as changing a wire feeder or other component or a system update. 

▪ Weld Profile limit exceeded:  If you activate this alert, CheckPoint® sends a notification when a 
weld completed on a Welding Power Source assigned to the selected Production Station has 
exceeded one or more of the limits defined in the associated Weld Profile. 

▪ Wire package warning:  Activate this alert to receive a notification when the Current Weight on 
a Welding Power Source assigned to the selected Production Station reaches the threshold set in 
the Warning Weight field in Power Wave Manager. See the Power Wave Manager Operator’s 
Guide for more information. 

 

Figure 5.8 Power Wave Manager – Wire Package Configuration 
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Once you select the Alert Type, you can click the Add Production Stations to Alert button (or Remove 
Production Stations from Alert button). When clearing all alerts, just click on the Clear All Alerts button. 
You complete each alert type then click the Save button. 

 

Figure 5.9 Configure Alerts 

Change Password 

The Change Password section allows you to change your password.  You are asked for your current 
password along with a new password and to verify the new password. Simply enter all requested 
information in the fields and click the Save button. 

 

Figure 5.10 Change Password 

Create Company 

CheckPoint® users may create additional Companies. This feature is intended for use by Lincoln Electric 
technical sales and distributors who may need to create several Companies for demonstration purposes. 
Lincoln Electric customers may also use this feature. However, customers should also consider adding one 
or more Locations to an existing Company instead. To remove a Company, you must contact Lincoln Electric 
Technical Support. 

TIP | Creating multiple companies is not typical. See Chapter 4 
Configuration for information on creating multiple 
Locations in a single Company. 
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To create a new company, you need an Installation Key from a Welding Power Supply that is not already 
registered in CheckPoint®. See Chapter 2 Preparing for CheckPoint® for information on obtaining an 
Installation Key. 

TIP | A Welding Power Source may only be registered once in 
CheckPoint® regardless of Company or Location. 

To create a new company, use the Create Company tab. Enter all required information and upload the 
Welding Power Source Installation Key, Refer to Chapter 3 Setting Up CheckPoint® for more information. 

 

Figure 5.11 Create Company 
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Chapter 6 

Navigating CheckPoint® 

The Overview report is the first screen that appears when you log in to CheckPoint® for the first time.  All 
the reports that appear on the right side of the web page display based on the selection you make in the 
Asset Tree on the left side of the web page.  As when you click through the Asset Tree, the reports on the 
right update to display information for a single Production Station, Container, or the entire Location. 

 

Figure 6.1 CheckPoint® 

TIP | No matter where you are located within CheckPoint®, you 
can always return to the default screen by clicking the 
Home button that is in the upper right corner of your web 
page. This will return you to the Overview Report. 

 

Asset Tree 

An “asset” is a Location, Container, or Production Station that your CheckPoint® Company Administrator 
created using the CheckPoint® Configure feature (Chapter 4).  In a manufacturing facility, a Production 
Station could be a work center or an assembly line operation within in a plant.  The Asset Tree displays all 
assets that were created and made visible to you. 

 

Figure 6.2 CheckPoint® Asset Tree 
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For example, in Figure 6.2, the Location called Elyria is currently selected.  Any report chosen on the right 
side of the page under any tab will reflect information for all the Production Station entries contained 
within Elyria Location. 

In our example, if the NE Ohio R350_01 Production Station was selected instead, all the reports on the right 
side of the page under any tab would reflect information for only that single Production Station. 

Report Tabs 

CheckPoint® reports are organized into tabs by area of interest: Overview, Production Management, 
Welding Management, and Quality Management.  The individual reports available in each area are listed 
once you click the tab.  Click on an entry in the drop-down list to choose the report to view. The Overview 
and Quality Management tabs only have one report. 

 

Figure 6.3 Report Tabs 

If the system can’t display all the report data on the screen, you will see pagination buttons below the tabs. 
The screens are programmed to list 200 Production Stations per screen.  If you don’t see what you are 
looking for, simply click these buttons until you see what you want. 

Additional information and breakdowns of reports available can be found in the following locations: 

▪ Overview Tab (included here in Chapter 6) 

▪ Product Management Tab (Chapter 7) 

▪ Welding Management Tab (Chapter 8) 

▪ Quality Management Tab (Chapter 9) 

Additional information and breakdowns of reports available can be found in each of the above-named 
chapters. 

Report Features 
The heart of CheckPoint® is the ability to generate reports on the wealth of data collected by each 
Production Station.  To help you get most from your reports, this section describes several features and 
functionalities that apply to all or most reports. 

Generating Reports 

CheckPoint® stores the data collected from your Welding Power Sources in the data center.  When you 
display a report, CheckPoint® goes out to the data center and asks for the data based on all the criteria you 
have selected and whether you have a single Production Station, Container, or Location selected in the 
Asset Tree.   
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NOTE | In-depth information on specific reports begins with 
Chapter 7. 

To generate a report: 

Procedure Details 

1. From the Asset Tree, select the Production 
Station, Container, or Location for which 
you want to generate the report. 

For more details on navigating the Asset Tree, 
please see page 6.1. 

2. Click the appropriate tab. For example, click the Production Management 
tab. 

3. Click the appropriate report. For example, click the Productivity Details report. 

4. Click the Criteria link to filter the report.  

Report Setup (Available on All Reports Except the Overview Report) 

The Setup section on an individual report displays the options used for generating the report you currently 
see on the screen.  If you want to display the data for a time or shift, you can click the Setup button. The 
Setup window displays the filters available for the selected report.  Not all Setup windows are the same, 
and some reports have no setup options available. When you click on the Setup button, you can customize 
what results appear in this report. Clicking the button allows you to make specific choices per report. Once 
you have customized the options, click the Save button. 

 

Figure 6.4 Production Management Setup Options 
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Table 6.1 Example Setup Options 

Field Options 

Time Period Production Day, Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 90 Days, Custom (shows Start 
Date and End Date for you to choose) 

Shift All Shifts, All Data, or Select a Specific Shift by Name 

 

NOTE | For the Productivity Goals and Productivity Details reports, 
the Time Period selection of Production Day is made 
automatically. 

Time Period: Production Day 

The Production Day report displays information for the last production day. 

Time Period: Last 7 Days 

The Last 7 Days report displays information for all Production Days starting in the last 7 calendar days.  

Time Period: Last 30 Days 

The Last 30 Days report displays information for all Production Days starting in the last 30 calendar 
days.  

Time Period: Last 90 Days 

The Last 90 Days report displays information for all Production Days starting in the last 90 calendar 
days. 

Time Period: Custom 

Custom allows you to set specific start and end dates for the information you want to view. 
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Figure 6.5 Custom Report Setup 

Table 6.2 Criteria on the Custom Report 

Field Description 

Time Period Custom 

Shift The same choices you have when you configure the Setup button: All Shifts, All Data, 
or Select a Specific Shift by Name 

Start Date and 
End Date 

Select a date range for data you want to review. 

Sorting by Columns (Available All Tabular Reports) 

CheckPoint® automatically sorts the data in reports for you.  If you would like to view the data in a different 
order (e.g., by the starting time of weld or by the welder that performed the welds), you can simply click 
the column header to reorder the data. 

 

Figure 6.6 Click Column Header to Sort 
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When you click the header, the system displays an indicator arrow next to the header and changes the 
background color of that column.  The arrow indicates if you have sorted the data in ascending order (  ) 
or in descending order (  ). 

Exporting Report Data (Available Most Tabular Reports) 

You have the ability with some reports to export the data to a Microsoft® Excel file (XLS) or to a comma-
separated text file (CSV).  If the report has this option available, you will see the Export button.  Click the 
appropriate icon and save the file to your computer. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Exporting Data from a Report 

TIP | Depending on the amount of data in your report and the 
speed of your connection, the report file may take a little 
time to generate. 

Refreshing Report Data (Available All Reports) 

CheckPoint® provides an opportunity for you to refresh the data that was collected from the Production 
Stations since the time you initially displayed the report on your screen. You want to click the Refresh 

button (  ) to refresh the report. 

Information Icons (Available All Reports) 

Located on the various reports, you will find information icons (  ). Clicking on the icon will give you 
information regarding the data contained on that screen, along with the icons and what they mean. The 
following is the example of the Information Icon from the Production Management/Productivity Details 
Tab. 
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Figure 6.8 Sample Information Screen 

Drill-In (Available Specific Reports) 

Located on the various report screens where you find data tables, double-clicking on a specific row of 
information can present a secondary table containing detailed information about that row.  

 

Figure 6.9 Drill-In – Detailed Data 
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This double-click feature is active on the following reports: 

Overview Tab 

Production Management/Weld Listing 

Production Management/Assembly Listing 

Quality Management/Production Station 

No Data Available 

When you review specific reports throughout the application, you may find a report showing no data or 
missing data. There could be many reasons for this: 

▪ Setup button has a customized timeframe that doesn’t return data. 

▪ Your systems have not been used recently and no data is available. 

 

Figure 6.10 Production Management/Assembling Listing “No Data Available” 

What is a Production Day? 
A Production Day starts on the start time of the first shift for that calendar day and ends on the end time of 
the last shift that starts on that calendar day. Note that the end time of the last shift may occur on the next 
calendar day. 

For a first example, my company has two shifts every weekday Monday through Friday. 

▪ 1st Shift, start time 7:00am, end time 3:00pm, Monday through Friday only 

▪ 2nd Shift, start time 3:00pm, end time 11:00pm, Monday through Friday only 

At any time on or after 7am up to midnight on Monday through Friday the current Production Day starts at 
7am this morning and ends at 11pm tonight. 

At any time between 12am (midnight) on Tuesday through Friday the current Production Day starts at 7am 
the previous morning and ends are 11pm the previous night. 

At any time on Saturday, Sunday, or any time between 12am (midnight) and 7am on Monday the current 
Production Day starts at 7am the previous Friday and ends at 11pm the previous Friday. 

For a second example, my company has three shifts every day covering a 24-hour period. 

▪ 1st Shift, start time 6:00am, end time 2:00pm 

▪ 2nd Shift, start time 2:00pm, end time 10:00pm 

▪ 3rd Shift, start time 10:00pm, end time 6:00am 
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At any time on or after 6am up to midnight on any calendar day, the current Production Day starts at 6am 
on the current calendar day and ends at 6am the following morning. 

At any time between 12am (midnight) and 6am on any calendar day, the current Production Day starts at 
6am on the previous morning and ends at 6am on today. 

NOTE | Generating reports based on the setup of Shift – All Data 
will use the current location time and not the end of the 
current shift period.  

Overview Report 
When you log into CheckPoint®, you are taken to the default screen. The Overview Report will show you 
your equipment status, OEE value, and the time of the last weld. Based on the item chosen from the Asset 
Tree, the report data changes based on the amount of data you require. Choosing a Location from the 
Asset Tree will return more data than choosing a specific Production Station. 

 

Figure 6.11 The Overview Tab 

Table 6.3 Overview Report Columns 

Field Options 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Status The icons in this column reflect what the Production Station is doing (or not 
doing) immediately on the production floor.  

NOTE   |     Review the Information button screen shot to see specific 
information regarding the Status column. 
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Field Options 

OEE This column displays the Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) calculation for 
the Welding Power Source over the time selected during the selected shift (if 
specified). 

Availability The Availability factor compares an asset’s actual Operating Time to the 
Planned Production Time for that asset. 

 

Performance The Performance factor compares the actual Operating Time (during the time 
you select for the report) to the Planned Operating Time for the time you 
select (e.g., a month, a shift, an hour). 

 

Quality The Quality factor in OEE considered Quality Loss, which accounts for 
produced pieces that do not meet your quality standards, including pieces 
that require rework. 

 

Time of Last Weld This is the start time and date of the most recent weld performed by the 
Welding Power Source, regardless of the time selected. 

The word “Welding” appears in this column if the machine is currently making 
a weld. 

TIP   |      icon appears when weld records for the time indicated are 
missing, showing potential connectivity issues. See Troubleshooting 
(Appendix A). 

The Information Button 

On your screen, you will find a blue “I” (  ) that provides additional information regarding the colors and 
specific icons on the screen. Also included on this pop up are definitions for the columns of information 
gathered from the Production Stations. Once you have completed reviewing the information, just click on 
the OK button or click on the application screen in the background to return to the main screen. 

Overview Report/Production Station Dashboard Tab 
While viewing the Overview Report, you can drill-in to see specific information about the Production 
Stations in the grid. Double-click on a specific row to view detailed information including Equipment ID, 
Total Arc Time (hr), Welding Power Station Model, Device ID, Software version, Weldset, and Ethernet IP 
address. When you double-click, an additional tab appears on your screen, showing the Production Station 
Dashboard. 
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Figure 6.12 Overview Report/Production Station Dashboard Tab 

Table 6.4 Overview Report/Production Station Dashboard Information 

Field Options 

Equipment ID This is the name of the Production Station as identified by the Company 
Administrator during equipment setup. 

Total Arc Time (hr) This displays the total number of hours that the Production Station spent 
welding during the selected shift (if specified). 

Model This is the specific Welding Power Source being used. 

Device ID This is the token file number when the Welding Power Source was uploaded 
into the Company setup through the Company Administrator. 

Software The software referred to here is the programming code bundled into the 
firmware that makes the power source function properly. Think of it as a 
Production Station operating system. 

Weldset The Weldset is the welding-specific programming contained within the 
Production Station. 

Ethernet IP This is the network address to this specific Production Station. You can use 
this information to connect to the Production Station using Power Wave® 
Manager. 
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Chapter 7 

Production Management 

In a fast-paced production environment the ability to identify and analyze the key drivers that lead to 
productivity is essential. Regarding costs associated to welding, the operator accounts for approximately 
80% of the total cost. Keeping the arc lit is essential to maximizing welding productivity. These reports 
provide production personnel with reports to analyze operator productivity. 

 

Figure 7.1 Production Management Reports 

Configurations on Reports 

Setup Button (All Reports) 

When you click on the Setup button, you can customize what results appear in this report. Clicking the 
button allows you to make specific choices per report. Once you have customized the options, click the 
Save button. 

 

Figure 7.2 Setup Button 

NOTE | The text that appears after the Setup button shows your 
current setup selections. 
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Table 7.1 Criteria Available on the Production Management Setup buttons 

Setup Field 
Available 

Description Report 

Time Period Select a date range in which the weld(s) were performed for 
the profile data you want to review.  Welds completed 
within this date range (that also occurred during the shift 
you select) appear in the resulting report. 

Productivity Goals 
(Production Day is 
selected automatically) 

Productivity Details 
(Production Day is 
selected automatically) 

OEE 

Weld Listing 

Assembly Listing 

Shift If you want to see weld data for a specific shift during the 
date range you chose, select that shift from the Shift drop-
down.  CheckPoint® narrows the data to include only welds 
performed during the times of that shift.   

Productivity Goals 

Productivity Details 

OEE 

Weld Listing 

Assembly Listing 

Weld Profile You can generate the report for a specific Weld Profile used 
for the welds performed during the date range selected.  
Simply type the number of the one specific profile or remove 
the entry to see data for all profiles.  Remember, the Weld 
Profile must have limits enabled for CheckPoint® to display 
any data. 

Weld Listing 

Custom Time 
Period: Start 
Date 

If Time Period is Custom, select a start date for the date 
range. 

OEE 

Welding Listing 

Assembly Listing 

Custom Time 
Period: End 
Date 

If Time Period is Custom, select an end date for the date 
range. 

OEE 

Welding Listing 

Assembly Listing 

Hide 
Assemblies 
with no 
Welding 
Operations 
(check-box) 

If you do not want to see assembly records that do not 
contain any weld, place a check mark next to this option. 

Assembly Listing 
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NOTE | Once Shifts are created for the Location under 
Configure/Equipment Layout, those shift names will 
become available for selection. If Default Shift is the only 
shift, this will be your only choice along with All Shifts and 
All Data. 

 

TIP | When you use the Setup button in any of the reports 
located in the Production Management section, once 
customized for a specific report, your criteria selections will 
be applied to all reports selected (where applicable). 

Export Button (Most Reports) 

The Export button (  ) allows you to take the snapshot of your report and download it to your 
computer (or any storage location). Clicking the Export button brings up the following dialog box, asking if 
you wish to export to an Excel file or a CSV file. 

TIP | Make sure Popup Blockers are disabled in your web 
browser or you will be unable to receive the export file. 

 

Figure 7.3 Export Button Options 

Clicking one of the choices, XLS or CSV will present you with an option to Open the file or Save the report 
file. Saving the report will automatically save the file to your Downloads folder. By clicking on the drop-
down arrow and choosing Save As, you can choose the location to save your report. 

 

Figure 7.4 Saving Options 
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TIP | The XLS option which generates an Excel spreadsheet, can 
sometimes take longer to produce than a single CSV text 
file. 

Refresh Button (All Reports) 

CheckPoint® provides an opportunity for you to refresh the data that was collected from the Production 
Stations since the time you initially displayed the report on your screen. You want to click the Refresh 

button (  ) to refresh the report. 

Information Button (All Reports) 

Located on the various report tabs, you will find information icons (  ). Clicking on the icon will give you 
information regarding the information contained on that screen, along with the icons and what those icons 
mean. 

Productivity Goals Report 
The Product Goals Report gives a quick overview of the current Production Day. The report shows the 
expected values at the end of the Production Day based upon the current process performance. Each time 
the report is refreshed, the projected values for the end of the day are recalculated and displayed. 

 

Figure 7.5 Productivity Goals Report 
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Productivity Details Report 
The Productivity Details report provides a more detailed view of projected values than the Productivity 
Goals Report. The report shows the expected values at the end of the Production Day separately for each 
selected Production Station. In addition, the report shows the current values for key process metrics. Each 
time the report is refreshed; the projected values for the end of the day are recalculated and displayed. 

 

Figure 7.6 Productivity Details Report 

Table 7.2 Productivity Details Report Columns 

Field Options 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Projected Arc Time (hr) Enter the amount of time that you expect every machine under this Container 
to be welding. This value is used for OEE calculations. 

Projected Deposition The amount of wire that is expected to be deposited for the welds made over 
the time selected during the selected shift (if specified). 

Projected Operating 
Factor (%) 

Projected Operating Factor (%) is the amount of time the machine or asset is 
expected to be working. 

OEE (%) This column displays the Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) calculation for 
the Welding Power Source over the time selected during the selected shift (if 
specified). 

Arc Time (hr) This displays the total number of minutes that the Welding Power Source 
spent welding based on the welds listed in the Welds column over the time 
selected during the selected shift (if specified). 
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Field Options 

Deposition This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 

Operating Factor (%) The operating factor gauges indicate the percentage of time the Production 
Stations are welding versus the planned Arc Time for the given timeframe. 

Idle Time (hr) This is the amount of time that all machines under this Company Site can be 
idle before the lapse in productivity begins to be counted as Unplanned 
Downtime. 

Machine On-Time (hr) The amount of time the machine has been powered up, which is the 
Unplanned Downtime and the Actual Production Time. 

OEE Report 
Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) is a method for analyzing your plant’s productivity data with the intent 
of helping you improve the processes at your plant.  You can use the OEE calculations to determine the 
effectiveness of your manufacturing processes.  This includes the welders, assembly lines and operators.  
This chapter explains the OEE tab in CheckPoint® and reviews the OEE calculations and what data 
CheckPoint® uses to make those calculations. 

NOTE | The OEE features in CheckPoint® were made available on 
August 7, 2013.  This is the oldest data that will display. 

 

NOTE | For more in-depth information on OEE, please visit check 
out OEE on the web. 

On the OEE tab in CheckPoint®, you can easily view the OEE factors for a Container of power sources, as 
well as drilling down to view the OEE factors for a single Welding Power Source, all the way down to the 
hour of each shift.  The OEE tab displays data for the asset you have selected in the Asset Tree. 
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Figure 7.7 OEE Report 

TIP | When you place your cursor over a bar on the graph, 
CheckPoint® will give you detailed information on that 
specific bar as shown in the image above. 

You can view your OEE factors for the Current Hour (Container-level only), Today, the Last 7 Days or the 
Last Month using the drop-down at the top of the tab.  You have the option for each one to click the 
Criteria link and choose a shift during that time.  If you would like to drill down to a specific shift on a 
specific day, you can use the Custom view to generate the appropriate report. 

TIP | When you select a single Welding Power Source, 
CheckPoint® also provides you with a detailed Availability 
graph. 

Calculations of OEE in CheckPoint® 

CheckPoint® uses various data points from the Welding Power Source, as well as the Planned Downtime 
specified in the CheckPoint® Manager to make your OEE calculations.  Once CheckPoint® calculates the 
Availability, Performance, and Quality, it can then calculate your OEE percentage. 

TIP | You can click the percentage in the Availability, 
Performance, and Quality columns to view the data used in 
the calculation. 

The following sections explain the OEE percentage, as well as each OEE factor, in detail.  These calculations 
apply to any time for which you generate a report. 
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TIP | For additional examples of calculating OEE, please see 
Appendix B. 

OEE Percentage 

The OEE percentage encompasses three production factors:  Availability, Performance, and Quality.  
CheckPoint® uses the following formula to calculate OEE: 

𝑂𝐸𝐸 = 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 

For example, CheckPoint® has made the following calculations for Power Wave S350 welder at 
Advanced Manufacturing: 

▪ Availability:  90% (or .90) 

▪ Performance:  95% (or .95) 

▪ Quality:  99% (or .99) 

𝑂𝐸𝐸 = (. 90 × .95 × .99) × 100 = 85.0%  

Availability Factor 

The Availability factor compares an asset’s actual Operating Time to the Planned Production Time for 
that asset.  The OEE calculation is represented by the following formula. 

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
=  

(𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑈𝑛𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

You can further break this equation down into: 

𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
((𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ) − 𝑈𝑛𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

(𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
 

For example, at Advanced Manufacturing, John wanted to see his Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) 
for last Friday’s evening shift on a production line he’s watching.  He clicked the Line 1 Container in the 
Asset Tree, clicked the OEE tab and generated a custom OEE report, setting the specific date, selecting 
the Evening shift, and selecting to group the report by hour.  This displays the OEE figures for each 
hour in the Evening shift. 

CheckPoint® calculated the Availability factor for each hour of the shift for the K2803-1 PW AC/DC 1000 
SD welder (which you can view when you click the percentage link). 

Table 7.3 Data Used in Availability Example * 

Hour Disconnected 
Time 

Asset Scheduled 
Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned 
Prod. Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Avail. 

2:00 PM 29 31 0 31 1 30 97% 

3:00 PM 30 30 0 30 25 5 17% 

4:00 PM 0 60 0 60 45 15 25% 

5:00 PM 0 45 15 30 0 20 67% 

6:00 PM 10 50 30 20 20 0 0% 

7:00 PM 60 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
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Hour Disconnected 
Time 

Asset Scheduled 
Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned 
Prod. Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Avail. 

8:00 PM 25 35 10 25 5 20 80% 
* All times listed in minutes. 

Table 7.4 Variables in Availability 

Variable Description 

Asset Scheduled 
Time 

The Asset Scheduled Time in CheckPoint® is any time when there is no Planned 
Downtime.  If your company has no Planned Downtime entered at the Company 
Site, Container, or Welding Power Source level, CheckPoint® considers the asset 
scheduled and productive 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. 

To calculate the Asset Scheduled Time accurately, CheckPoint® must remove any 
time the Welding Power Source(s) spent in the Disconnected status.  There is no 
way to know if the machine(s) was/were welding, faulted, etc. 

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 

For example, for an eight-hour shift (480 minutes), the Welding Power Source was 
disconnected for 108 minutes.  The Asset Scheduled Time for this Welding Power 
Source is 480 minutes minus 108 minutes for a total of 372 minutes to be used in 
the Availability calculation. 

If the Asset Scheduled Time is zero (i.e., the Welding Power Source(s) was/were 
disconnected the entire time), the Availability factor is 0%. 

Operating Time Operating Time is the amount of time the machine or asset is working.  You reach 
this figure by subtracting any Unplanned Downtime from the amount of time you 
expect the machine or asset to be working. 

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑈𝑛𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned Downtime is the amount of time to be excluded from efficiency calculations 
because there was no intention of running production.  Examples of Planned 
Downtime include breaks, lunch, scheduled maintenance, holidays, and other non-
production times. 

Your CheckPoint® administrator entered the Planned Downtime for the Company 
Site, Container, and Welding Power Source in the CheckPoint® Manager. 

Planned 
Production Time 

Planned Production Time is the amount of the time you expect the machine or asset 
to be working.  There are two components to Planned Production Time:  Asset 
Scheduled Time and Planned Downtime.  You reach this figure by subtracting any 
Planned Downtime from the amount of time you expect the machine or asset to be 
working—it’s “scheduled time”. 

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

CheckPoint® considers a Welding Power Source as “scheduled” unless there is a 
Planned Downtime event listed for the Welding Power Source.  If there are no 
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Variable Description 

Planned Downtime events listed for the Welding Power Source(s), it is considered 
scheduled 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. 

If the Planned Production Time is zero (where the Asset Scheduled Time equals 
the Planned Downtime), the Availability factor is 0%. 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Unplanned Downtime is the amount of time that stops Planned Production (e.g., 
equipment failures, material shortages and changeover times).  CheckPoint® 
determines Unplanned Downtime using the two of the welder statuses: 

▪ Idle:  When the Idle time of the welder exceeds the Idle Time Threshold set 
for the welder, CheckPoint® flags this as Unplanned Downtime.  Otherwise, 
the Idle time is not included in the Availability calculation. 

▪ Faulted:  The Faulted state of a machine is automatically Unplanned 
Downtime, and CheckPoint® uses this in the Availability calculation. 

The Welding and Disconnected statuses are not included in the Availability 
calculation. 

Performance Factor 

The Performance factor compares the actual Operating Time (during the time you select for the 
report) to the Planned Operating Time for the time you select (e.g., a month, a shift, an hour).  The 
OEE calculation for Performance is the following: 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

CheckPoint® calculates the Performance factor as the ratio of Arc Time to the Planned Arc Time.  Your 
CheckPoint® administrator established the Planned Arc Time in the Planned Arc Time Per Hour field at 
the Company Site level, Container level and/or Welding Power Source level. 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

NOTE | For Arc Time, CheckPoint® starts with the first weld time 
and ends with the last weld time for each working segment. 

 

STOP | If the CheckPoint® administrator does not specify Planned 
Arc Time Per Hour, the Performance factor will be 0%. 

Quality Factor 

The Quality factor in OEE considers Quality Loss, which accounts for produced pieces that do not meet 
your quality standards, including pieces that require rework.  The remaining time is called Fully 
Productive Time.  Our goal is to maximize Fully Productive Time. 
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𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑃𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠
 

CheckPoint® helps you monitor acceptable welds and flag those you consider unacceptable with limits 
you set in the Weld Profiles and welds you train for WeldScore®.  (See the Power Wave® Manager User 
Manual.)  CheckPoint® uses your limits and WeldScore® to determine the Quality factor.  CheckPoint® 
calculates the Quality factor for OEE using the following formula: 

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑑
 

The Sum of Normalized Limits is the number of limits that were enabled AND where the limit for the 
weld was within the parameters established in the Weld Profile for that weld.  Each limit that meets 
both conditions is counted as “1”.  If the limit was enabled, but the weld was outside those 
parameters, the number is “0”.  The Sum of Normalized Limits in Table 7.5 would be “5.96”. 

NOTE | The Sum of Normalized Limits uses limits, not welds.  A 
single weld could have three (3) limits enabled. 

 

NOTE | WeldScore® uses the actual WeldScore® value from the weld 
as a decimal (e.g., 0.96 for 96%). 

Total Limits Enabled is the total number of limits that were enabled for the welds performed during 
the selected time.  If there were three welds during a selected time with the limits enabled as outlined 
in Table 7.5, the Total Limits Enabled would be “8”. 

The resulting Quality factor would be: 

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑑
=  

5.96

8
 × 100 =  75% 

Table 7.5 Example Welds 

Weld WeldScore® Weld Duration Amperage Voltage Wire Feed 
Speed 

Weld 1 Enabled 0.96 Disabled  Disabled  Disabled  Disabled  

Weld 2 Disabled  Enabled 0 Enabled 0 Enabled 1 Enabled 1 

Weld 3 Disabled  Enabled 1 Enabled 1 Enabled 1 Disabled  
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Weld Listing Report 
The Weld Listing report provides information for each weld performed by the selected Production Stations 
during a selected time. Here you can see measured weld values from the Welding Power Source as well as 
the Operator and Shift identifiers for the weld. Additional setup and status details for a weld can be viewed 
by double-clicking the row for the selected weld. Whenever the weld is refreshed, the most recent welds 
are added to the display. 

 

Figure 7.8 Weld Listing Report 

Table 7.6 Weld Listing Report Columns 

Field Options 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Start of Weld This column displays the date and specific time the Welding Power Source 
began performing the weld. 

Weld Profile You can generate the report for a specific Weld Profile used for the welds 
performed during the date range selected.  Simply type the number of the 
one specific profile or type the word “All” to see data for all profiles.  
Remember, the Weld Profile must have limits enabled for CheckPoint® to 
display any data. 

Avg WFS Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a 
measurement of the speed at which the wire is put into the weld. When the 
weld is complete, the power source averages those measurements together. 
This column displays that average wire feed speed value for this weld. 

Avg Current (A) Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a 
measurement of the arc current while the welder is active for this weld. When 
the weld is complete, the power source averages those measurement 
together. The column displays that average arc current value for this weld. 

Ave Voltage (V) Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a 
measurement of the arc voltage while the welder is active for this weld. When 
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Field Options 

the weld is complete, the power source averages those measurement 
together. The column displays that average arc voltage value for this weld. 

Deposition This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 

Arc Time (sec) The Arc Time (sec) is the total arc times of the individual welds created during 
this instance of the Weld Sequence. 

True Energy™ (kJ) This column displays the True Energy™ calculated for this weld using the 
following equation: 

 

If the Welding Power Source that made the weld had older firmware and did 
not support the True Energy™ calculation, this column displays a 0. 

WeldScore® This column displays the average WeldScore® for the welds listed in this field 
where WeldScore® was enabled. If WeldScore® was not enabled for a weld, it 
is not taken into consideration for this column. If none of the welds in this 
column had WeldScore® enabled, the column is empty. 

Operator ID When an Operator begins welding on a power sources, his or her ID or badge 
number is entered through Power Wave® Manager or another method. This 
column represents that operator’s ID. 

TIP   |     The information displayed in CheckPoint® is for all the welders in 
the Container you have selected in the Asset Tree. 

Shift As selected from the Setup button, the Shift column will narrow the data to 
only include welds performed during the times of that shift. Your CheckPoint® 
Company Administrator configured the shifts in the CheckPoint® Configure 
feature (Chapter 4). 

Part SN The Part Serial Number is the number assigned to this weld. The part number 
comes from a variety of sources, depending if a person enters the number in 
Power Wave® Manager manually or the information is transmitted manually. 

Consumable Lot If you want to see a list of all the welds that were made using a specific lot of 
wire, you can enter the lot code or serial number for that consumable in this 
field. 

TIP   |     The information generated by reports in CheckPoint® display based 
on the individual Production Station, Container, or Location you have 
selected in the Asset Tree. If you would like to see all welds across several 
Welding Power Sources that were made by the individual operator, be sure 
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Field Options 

you have selected a Container or the Location and not just a single power 
source. 

Role Name The Role Name is the Equipment Role field when the Welding Power Source 
was created in CheckPoint® by the Company Administrator. 

Status Engineers can set each Weld Profile with a minimum WeldScore® value that is 
considered acceptable. The Status column displays whether this weld was 
above that score (WeldScore® High) or below that score (WeldScore® Low). 

Weld Mode A process that is selected in the Welding Power Source.  The Welding Power 
Source has a weld table that contains a large variety of processes that the 
system can use to define welding procedures.  Each process is listed as a Weld 
Mode. 

Weld Segment This column will normally be blank by default. When Weld Segments are used, 
the initial segment is labeled as First, secondary segment is labeled Inner, and 
last segment will be labeled Last. 

WeldScore® 

A WeldScore® is the average WeldScore® taken throughout the duration of the weld.  The system then 
provides an average WeldScore® value for the weld.  The WeldScore® report on the Weld Listing tab 
provides the average score per hour for each of the Weld Profiles over the time you select. 

NOTE | If WeldScore® data is not available (i.e., no weld was 
trained), the Weld Profile does not display in the report. 

You can customize this graph to show the WeldScore® for all Weld Profiles or for a specific profile (if they 
are trained), as well as for different time durations.  

Current/Voltage 

The Current/Voltage report is useful for people such as Weld Engineers to analyze the arc current and 
voltage going into welds for the various Weld Profiles they have created for the Welding Power Source.  For 
each Weld Profile you select in this report (or for all profiles), CheckPoint® displays a graph for the average 
current and another graph for the average voltage over the time you select. 

NOTE | Remember, the Weld Profile must have limits enabled for 
CheckPoint® to display any data. 

You can customize this report to show average current and voltage for all Weld Profiles or for a specific 
profile (if they were trained), as well as for specific date ranges and shifts.  

Wire Feed Speed 

Knowing the Wire Feed Speed is important for those who need to analyze how fast the material was put 
into a weld and how much material was used per weld.  This can help identify any adjustments that need to 
be made at the Welding Power Source.  Hundreds of times per second, the Welding Power Source takes a 
measurement of the speed at which the wire is put into the weld. 
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When the weld is complete, the power source averages those measurements together.  The Wire Feed 
Speed graph displays this average wire feed speed for the welds made using the selected Welding Profile(s) 
over a specific time. 

You can customize this graph to show average wire feed speed for all Weld Profiles or for a specific profile 
(if they are trained), as well as for specific date ranges and shifts.  

Deposition 

The Deposition report allows you to analyze how much material was used for each weld made by the 
Welding Power Source or Container of power sources you have selected in the Asset Tree.  The report 
plots the average rate at which the material was deposited (normalized to pounds per hour) for welds 
performed using the Weld Profile(s) selected. 

You can customize this graph to show average deposition rate for all Weld Profiles or for a specific profile (if 
they are trained), as well as for specific date ranges and shifts.  

True Energy™ 

If you are someone like a weld engineer analyzing welds made on power sources on your production floor, 
you will find the True Energy™ report on the Weld Listing tab quite useful.  True Energy™ is a Lincoln Electric 
technology that uses the digital control system embedded in each Power Wave® power source to measure 
and calculate the instantaneous amount of energy put into a weld.  The energy is defined as: 

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 [ 𝐽] =  
1

𝑛
 ∑(𝑣𝑖 ∗ 𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑡𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The True Energy™ report shows both the True Energy™ and the total arc time for the welds made by the 
power source(s) you have selected in the Asset Tree. 

NOTE | If a Welding Power Source has older firmware, it will not 
support the True Energy™ calculation and CheckPoint® 
displays a 0 for this item. 

You can customize this graph to show average True Energy™ for all Weld Profiles or for a specific profile (if 
they are trained), as well as for specific date ranges and shifts.  You can find more information about True 
Energy™ at www.lincolnelectric.com. 

Duration 

If you need to understand the total arc time taken by the Welding Power Source(s) to make welds using the 
Weld Profiles in the system, the Duration provides you with that information per Weld Profile.  The 
Duration report shows the average time (in seconds) that the power source took to make welds using each 
of the Weld Profiles in the system. 

You can customize this graph to show average duration for all Weld Profiles or for a specific profile (if they 
are trained), as well as for specific date ranges and shifts.  

Count 

The Count report is a great resource if you need to know how many welds the Welding Power Source(s) you 
have selected in the Asset Tree perform over specific time periods.  This report is a graph that charts out 
the number of welds made during the specified time for each Weld Profile. 
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You can customize this graph to show the number of welds for all Weld Profiles or for a specific profile (if 
they are trained), as well as for specific date ranges and shifts.  

Weld Listing Report/Weld Details Tab 
Double-clicking on any Production Station row contained within the grid on the Welding Details Report will 
reveal a sub-report, called the Weld Details tab. All the information for that specific Production Station is 
contained on this report. 

 

Figure 7.9 Weld Listing Report/Weld Details Tab 
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Assembly Listing Reports 
The Assembly Listing reports are for use with the Weld Sequencer software and provides comprehensive 
part assembly information, including cycle time, arc time, actual versus expected weld counts and total wire 
deposition.  CheckPoint® captures and associates each weld record with a specific part/assembly reference 
and displays this information for you in the Assembly Listing tabs so you can easily review and analyze the 
data. You can double-click on a row within the grid, opening a tabbed report to provide you with further 
information. 

NOTE | If you do not use Weld Sequencer, no data displays here. 

 

Figure 7.10 Assembly Listing/Assembly Metrics Tab Report 

Table 7.7 Assembly Listing Report/Assembly Metrics Tab Columns 

Field Options 

Part Name For use with Weld Sequencer, this column displays the assembly name 
associated with this weld. 

Total Quantity This is the number of Weld Sequence instances that have been performed 
within this assembly. 

Without Error The number of units that reported no errors. 

Without Error (%) The percentage of units that reported no errors. 

Total Arc Time (hr) This displays the total number of hours that the Production Station spent 
welding during the selected shift (if specified). 

Total Cycle Time (hr) When a Weld Operator begins a sequence, they click the Start button in some 
fashion (whether automatically at the end of the last one or manually).  This 
starts the Job Timer in Weld Sequencer.  Once the Weld Operator completes 
the sequence, the Job Timer stops.  This is essentially how long the assembly 
took to make.  The Cycle Time column displays the time for this instance of 
the Weld Sequence for you in hours. 
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Figure 7.11 Assembly Listing Report/Assembly Details Tab 

Table 7.8 Assembly Listing Report/Assembly Details Tab Columns 

Field Options 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Quantity This is the number of Weld Sequence instances that have been performed 
within this assembly. 

Cycle Time Average 
(min) 

When a Weld Operator begins a sequence, they click the Start button in some 
fashion (whether automatically at the end of the last one or manually).  This 
starts the Job Timer in Weld Sequencer.  Once the Weld Operator completes 
the sequence, the Job Timer stops.  This provides you with a “Cycle Time”.  
The Avg. Cycle Time column displays the average from all the Weld Sequence 
instances within this assembly. 

Deposition Average This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made in this assembly. 

Arc Time Average (min) CheckPoint® adds together all the arc times from the welds within this 
assembly and displays the average arc time in this column. 

Average Hourly Gas 
Usage 

The amount of weld gas that you expect to consume in an hour. 

Missed Welds Weld Sequencer knows how many welds the Weld Engineer expected for 
each sequence.  It also knows how many welds the Weld Operator 
performed.  CheckPoint® displays the number of missing welds in this column. 

Extra Welds Weld Sequencer knows how many welds the Weld Engineer expected for 
each sequence.  It also knows how many welds the Weld Operator 
performed.  CheckPoint® displays the number of extra welds in this column. 

Total Errors The errors column displays the current number of errors recorded for this 
instance of the Weld Sequence. 
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Figure 7.12 Assembly Listing Report/All Assemblies Tab 

Table 7.9 Assembly Listing Report/All Assemblies Tab Columns 

Field Options 

Assembly ID For use with Weld Sequencer, this column displays the Assembly ID 
associated with this weld. 

Shift As selected from the Setup button, the Shift column will narrow the data to 
only include welds performed during the times of that shift. Your CheckPoint® 
Company Administrator configured the shifts in the CheckPoint® Configure 
feature (Chapter 4). 

Cycle Start Time The Cycle Start Time column reflects the date and time that the Weld 
Operator clicked the Start button in Weld Sequencer for this instance of the 
Weld Sequence (whether automatically at the end of the last instance of the 
sequence or manually). 

TIP   |     Depending on the complexity of the Weld Sequence, some Weld 
Sequences take longer than a single day to complete.  Take this into 
consideration when selecting time periods for your report. 

Total Cycle Time (min) This is the total time to produce each assembly. 

Total Deposition The total amount of wire (in pounds) that was deposited for the welds made 
over the time selected during the selected shift (if specified). 

Total Arc Time (min) This displays the total number of minutes that the Production Station spent 
welding during the selected shift (if specified). 

Average Hourly Gas 
Usage 

The amount of weld gas that you expect to consume in an hour. 

Missed Welds Weld Sequencer knows how many welds the Weld Engineer expected for 
each sequence.  It also knows how many welds the Weld Operator 
performed.  CheckPoint® displays the number of missing welds in this column. 
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Field Options 

Extra Welds Weld Sequencer knows how many welds the Weld Engineer expected for 
each sequence.  It also knows how many welds the Weld Operator 
performed.  CheckPoint® displays the number of extra welds in this column. 

Total Errors The errors column displays the current number of errors recorded for this 
instance of the Weld Sequence. 

 

Figure 7.13 Assembly Listing Report/Assembly Weld Listing Tab 

Table 7.10 Assembly Listing Report/Assembly Weld Listing Tab Columns 

Field Options 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Start of Weld The Start of Weld column displays the in-depth details of the individual weld. 

Weld Profile You can generate the report for a specific Weld Profile used for the welds 
performed during the date range selected.  Simply type the number of the 
one specific profile or type the word “All” to see data for all profiles.  
Remember, the Weld Profile must have limits enabled for CheckPoint® to 
display any data. 

Avg WFS Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a 
measurement of the speed at which the wire is put into the weld. When the 
weld is complete, the power source averages those measurements together. 
This column displays that average wire feed speed value for this weld. 

Avg Current (A) Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a 
measurement of the arc current while the welder is active for this weld. When 
the weld is complete, the power source averages those measurement 
together. The column displays that average arc current value for this weld. 

Avg Voltage (V) Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a 
measurement of the arc voltage while the welder is active for this weld. When 
the weld is complete, the power source averages those measurement 
together. The column displays that average arc voltage value for this weld. 

Deposition This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 
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Field Options 

Arc Time (sec) The Arc Time (sec) is the total arc times of the individual welds created during 
this instance of the Weld Sequence. 

True Energy™ (kJ) This column displays the True Energy™ calculated for this weld using the 
following equation: 

 

If the Welding Power Source that made the weld had older firmware and did 
not support the True Energy™ calculation, this column displays a 0. 

WeldScore® This column displays the average WeldScore® for the welds listed in this field 
where WeldScore® was enabled. If WeldScore® was not enabled for a weld, it 
is not taken into consideration for this column. If none of the welds in this 
column had WeldScore® enabled, the column is empty. 

Operator ID When an Operator begins welding on a power sources, his or her ID or badge 
number is entered through Power Wave® Manager or another method. This 
column represents that operator’s ID. 

TIP   |     The information displayed in CheckPoint® is for all the welders in 
the Container you have selected in the Asset Tree. 

Shift As selected from the Setup button, the Shift column will narrow the data to 
only include welds performed during the times of that shift. Your CheckPoint® 
Company Administrator configured the shifts in the CheckPoint® Configure 
feature (Chapter 4). 

Part SN The Part Serial Number is the number assigned to this weld. The part number 
comes from a variety of sources, depending if a person enters the number in 
Power Wave® Manager manually or the information is transmitted manually. 

Consumable Lot If you want to see a list of all the welds that were made using a specific lot of 
wire, you can enter the lot code or serial number for that consumable in this 
field. 

TIP   |     The information generated by reports in CheckPoint™ display based 
on the individual Welding Power Source or the Container of power sources 
you have selected in the Asset Tree.  If you would like to see all welds across 
several Welding Power Sources that could have used this consumable, be sure 
you have selected a Container and not just a single power source. 

Role Name The Role Name is the Equipment Role field when the Welding Power Source 
was created in CheckPoint® by the Company Administrator. 

Status Engineers can set each Weld Profile with a minimum WeldScore® value that is 
considered acceptable. The Status column displays whether this weld was 
above that score (WeldScore® High) or below that score (WeldScore® Low). 
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Field Options 

Weld Segment This column will normally be blank by default. When Weld Segments are used, 
the initial segment is labeled as First, secondary segment is labeled Inner, and 
last segment will be labeled Last. 
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Chapter 8 

Welding Management 

The “true” cost of welding is a figure that eludes most manufacturing companies, especially if welding is 
one of the core processes. As a result, many companies are overspending on welding related consumables. 
These reports provide Weld Engineers the ability to analyze the “true” cost of welding. Managers can 
determine if their operators are reaching their welding potentials. 

The reports on the Welding Management tab provide detailed information for each of the welds made by a 
specific Production Station or a Container or Location of Production Stations.  People such as Weld 
Engineers will find these reports especially useful for reviewing all the attributes of the welds performed on 
the production floor. 

NOTE | The reports in the Standard version of CheckPoint® only 
display up to 30 days of data.  This is important when you 
select date ranges in the Criteria window of a report.  The 
Premium version of CheckPoint® allows you to access report 
data for up to one (1) year. 

 

Figure 8.1 Welding Management Reports 

Configurations on Reports 

Setup Button (All Reports) 

When you click on the Setup button, you can customize what results appear in this report. Clicking the 
button allows you to make specific choices per report. Once you have customized the options, click the 
Save button. 

 

Figure 8.2 Setup Button 
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NOTE | The text that appears after the Setup button will present 
the choices selected when configuring for specific reporting 
functions. 

 

Figure 8.3 Welding Management Setup 

Table 8.1 Quality Management Setup Options 

Field Options 

Time Period Production Day, Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 90 Days, Custom 

Shift All Shifts, All Data, or Select a Specific Shift by Name 

 

Figure 8.4 Welding Management Setup/Custom Time Period 

TIP | When selecting Custom Time Period, the Shift field defaults 
to All Shifts and allow you to select a Start Date and End 
Date for your range. Click the Save button to modify the 
Setup. 
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NOTE | Once Shifts are created for the Location under the 
Configure/Equipment Layout, those options will become 
available. If Default Shift is the only setup in the Configure, 
this will be your only choice along with All Shifts. 

 

STOP | When you use the Setup button in any of the reports 
located in the Welding Management section, once 
customized for a specific report, those choices are changed 
for all reports. Those changes will be reflected in the 
information to the right of the button. Make any necessary 
changes with each report. 

Export Button (Specific Reports) 

The Export button (  ) allows you to take the snapshot of your report and download it to your 
computer (or any storage location). Clicking the Export button brings up the following dialog box, asking if 
you wish to export to an Excel file or a CSV file. 

TIP | Make sure Popup Blockers are disabled in your web 
browser or you will be unable to receive the export file. 

 

Figure 8.5 Export Button Options 

Clicking one of the choices, XLS or CSV will present you with an option to Open the file or Save the report 
file. Saving the report will automatically save the file to your Downloads folder. By clicking on the drop-
down arrow and choosing Save As, you can choose the location to save your report. 

 

Figure 8.6 Saving Options 
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TIP | The XLS option which generates an Excel spreadsheet, can 
sometimes take longer to produce than a single CSV text 
file. 

Refresh Button (All Reports) 

CheckPoint® provides an opportunity for you to refresh the data that was collected from the Production 
Stations since the time you initially displayed the report on your screen. You want to click the Refresh 

button (  ) to refresh the report. 

Information Button (All Reports) 

Located on the various report tabs, you will find information icons (  ). Clicking on the icon will give you 
information regarding the information contained on that screen, along with the icons and what those icons 
mean. 

Consumption Metrics Report 
The Consumption Metrics report provides a quick overview of wire deposition and gas consumption for the 
selected period as well as a comparison of the current time to the preceding period. The information 
toward the bottom of the report compares the wire and gas usage from the previous production day to 
both the prior week and month to provide a view of the consumption trends. 

In the absence of weld sensor data, Gas Consumption is computed for each weld based on Expected Gas 
Flow Rate configured for that Station (see below). The CheckPoint default value for Expected Gas Flow Rate 
is 40 CFH. You can change the Expected Gas Flow Rate configuration for any Location, Container, Station 
and even Power Source. 

 

Figure 8.7 Consumption Metrics 
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Consumption Details Report 
The Consumption Details report displays a numerical view of the wire and gas consumption for the 
selected time versus the preceding period. 

In the absence of weld sensor data, Gas Consumption is computed for each weld based on Expected Gas 
Flow Rate configured for that Station (see below). The CheckPoint default value for Expected Gas Flow Rate 
is 40 CFH. You can change the Expected Gas Flow Rate configuration for any Location, Container, Station 
and even Power Source. 

 

Figure 8.8 Consumption Details 

Table 8.2 Consumption Details Report Columns 

Field Description 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Arc Time (hr) This displays the total number of minutes that the Welding Power Source 
spent welding based on the welds listed in the Welds column over the time 
selected during the selected shift (if specified). 

Wire Consumption This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 

Gas Consumption Total amount of gas used 

Gas to Wire Ratio Gas Consumption / Wire Consumption 
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Operating Metrics Report 
The Operating Metrics report presents a graphical view of your welding process by displaying the key 
process indicator Arc Time. A comparison is made showing the current hourly Arc Time rate against the 
pervious period’s rate. Additionally, the rate for the previous production day is compared to the Arc Time 
rates for the prior week and month. 

The operating factor gauges indicate the percentage of time the Production Stations are welding versus the 
planned Arc Time for the given timeframe. The Week and Month indicators provide a glimpse of the 
process performance history. 

 

Figure 8.9 Operating Metrics Report 

Operating Details Report 
The Operating Details report provides the process performance values for the selected Production Stations 
over the chosen time. 

 

Figure 8.10 Operating Details 
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Table 8.3 Operating Details Report Columns 

Field Description 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Arc Time (hr) This displays the total number of hours that the Welding Power Source spend 
welding based on the welds over the time selected during the selected shift (If 
specified). 

Elapsed Planned 
Production Time (hr) 

How much time of the Production Period you used. 

Operating Factor (%) The operating factor gauges indicate the percentage of time the Production 
Stations are welding versus the planned Arc Time for the given timeframe. 

Wire Consumption This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 

Gas Consumption Total amount of gas used 

Planned Production 
Time (hr) 

Planned Production Time is the amount of the time you expect the machine or 
asset to be working. There are two components to Planned Production Time: 
Asset Scheduled Time and Planned Downtime. You reach this figure by 
subtracting any Planned Downtime from the amount of time you expect the 
machine or asset to be working – it’s “scheduled time.” 

CheckPoint® considers a Welding Power Source as “scheduled” unless there is a 
Planned Downtime events 
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Personnel Metrics Report 
The Personnel Metrics report provides quality, consumption, and performance details of the welds 
performed by each operator. By double-clicking to select an operator, a list of each weld performed is 
available in the Weld Listing section. Additional setup and status details for a weld can be viewed by 
double-clicking the row for the selected weld. 

 

Figure 8.11 Personnel Metrics 

Table 8.4 Personnel Metrics Report Columns 

Field Description 

Operator Name When an Operator begins welding on a power sources, his or her ID or badge 
number is entered through Power Wave® Manager or another method. This 
column represents that operator’s ID. 

TIP   |     The information displayed in CheckPoint® is for all the welders in the 
Container you have selected in the Asset Tree. 

Shift As selected from the Setup button, the Shift column will narrow the data to 
only include welds performed during the times of that shift. Your CheckPoint® 
Company Administrator configured the shifts in the CheckPoint® Configure 
feature (Chapter 4). 

Welds This displays the total number of individual welds performed by the Operator 
over the time selected during the selected shift (if specified) for all the welders 
in the Container or Location you have selected in the Asset Tree. 

Welds Monitored The total number of monitored welds. 

Welds Out of Limit This column displays the number of welds where limits were enabled, and the 
weld went outside those limits. 
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Field Description 

If limits were not enabled for a weld, CheckPoint® does not take that weld into 
consideration for this column. If none of the welds in the assembly had limits 
enabled, this column is “0.” 

For example, there were a total number of 1089 welds performed in the 
assembly and 100 of those welds had limits enabled when they were 
performed. Of those 100 welds, 15 were outside the limits set for the weld. 
This column would display 15. 

Welds Out of Limit (%) The number in the Welds Out of Limits column reflects the number of welds 
performed that went outside of the limits set for the Weld Profile used for the 
weld. 

The percentage next to the number of welds is the percentage that this 
number represents of the total number of welds where limits were enabled, 
including those welds that were within the limits set. 

NOTE   |     If no Weld Profile limits were enabled for the welds performed, 
the Welds Out of Limits column displays a zero. 

For example, the Welds column displays 62 welds and 50 of those welds had 
had limits enabled when they were performed. Of those 50 welds, 15 were 
outside of those limits, which also equates to 30% of the 50 welds. The Welds 
Out of Limits column would display 15 (30.00%). 

WeldScore® (%) This column displays the average WeldScore® for the welds listed in this field 
where WeldScore® was enabled. If WeldScore® was not enabled for a weld, it is 
not taken into consideration for this column. If none of the welds in this 
column had WeldScore® enabled, the column is empty. 

Arc Time (hr) This displays the total number of hours that the Welding Power Source spent 
welding based on the welds listed in the Welds column over the time selected 
during the selected shift (if specified). 

Deposition This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 

Time of Last Weld This is the start time and date of the most recent weld performed by the 
Welding Power Source, regardless of the time selected. 

TIP   |     The word “Welding” appears in this column if the machine is 
currently making a weld. 
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Personnel Metrics Report/Weld Listing Tab 

The Weld Listing report provides information for each weld performed by the selected Production Stations 
during a selected time. Here you can see measured weld values from the Welding Power Source as well as 
the Operator and Shift identifiers for the weld. Additional setup and status details for a weld can be viewed 
by double-clicking the row for the selected weld. Whenever the weld is refreshed, the most recent welds 
are added to the display. 

 

Figure 8.12 Personnel Metrics/Weld Listing Tab 

Table 8.5 Personnel Metrics/Welding Listing Tab Report Columns 

Field Description 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Start of Weld This column displays the date and specific time the Welding Power Source 
began performing the weld. 

Weld Profile You can generate the report for a specific Weld Profile used for the welds 
performed during the date range selected.  Simply type the number of the one 
specific profile or type the word “All” to see data for all profiles.  Remember, 
the Weld Profile must have limits enabled for CheckPoint® to display any data. 

Avg. WFS Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a measurement 
of the speed at which the wire is put into the weld. When the weld is complete, 
the power source averages those measurements together. This column 
displays that average wire feed speed value for this weld. 

Avg. Current (A) Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a measurement 
of the arc current while the welder is active for this weld. When the weld is 
complete, the power source averages those measurement together. The 
column displays that average arc current value for this weld. 

Avg. Voltage (V) Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a measurement 
of the arc voltage while the welder is active for this weld. When the weld is 
complete, the power source averages those measurement together. The 
column displays that average arc voltage value for this weld. 
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Field Description 

Deposition This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 

Arc Time (sec) The Arc Time (sec) is the total arc times of the individual welds created during 
this instance of the Weld Sequence. 

True Energy (kJ) This column displays the True Energy™ calculated for this weld using the 
following equation: 

 

If the Welding Power Source that made the weld had older firmware and did 
not support the True Energy™ calculation, this column displays a 0. 

WeldScore® This column displays the average WeldScore® for the welds listed in this field 
where WeldScore® was enabled. If WeldScore® was not enabled for a weld, it is 
not taken into consideration for this column. If none of the welds in this 
column had WeldScore® enabled, the column is empty. 

Operator ID When an Operator begins welding on a power sources, his or her ID or badge 
number is entered through Power Wave® Manager or another method. This 
column represents that operator’s ID. 

TIP   |     The information displayed in CheckPoint® is for all the welders in the 
Container you have selected in the Asset Tree. 

Shift As selected from the Setup button, the Shift column will narrow the data to 
only include welds performed during the times of that shift. Your CheckPoint® 
Company Administrator configured the shifts in the CheckPoint® Configure 
feature (Chapter 4). 

Part SN The Part Serial Number is the number assigned to this weld. The part number 
comes from a variety of sources, depending if a person enters the number in 
Power Wave® Manager manually or the information is transmitted manually. 

Consumable Lot If you want to see a list of all the welds that were made using a specific lot of 
wire, you can enter the lot code or serial number for that consumable in this 
field. 

TIP   |     The information generated by reports in CheckPoint® display based 
on the individual Production Station, Container, or Location you have 
selected in the Asset Tree. If you would like to see all welds across several 
Welding Power Sources that were made by the individual operator, be sure 
you have selected a Container or the Location and not just a single power 
source. 
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Field Description 

Role Name The Role Name is the Equipment Role field when the Welding Power Source 
was created in CheckPoint® by the Company Administrator. 

Status Engineers can set each Weld Profile with a minimum WeldScore® value that is 
considered acceptable. The Status column displays whether this weld was 
above that score (WeldScore® High) or below that score (WeldScore® Low). 

Weld Mode A process that is selected in the Welding Power Source.  The Welding Power 
Source has a weld table that contains a large variety of processes that the 
system can use to define welding procedures.  Each process is listed as a Weld 
Mode. 

Personnel Metrics/Weld Details Tab 

Double-clicking on any Production Station row contained within the grid on the Welding Details Report will 
reveal a sub-report, called the Weld Details tab. All the information for that specific Production Station is 
contained on this report. 

 

Figure 8.13 Personnel Metrics/Weld Details Tab 
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Chapter 9 

Quality Management 

Good welds contribute significantly to the performance or safe use of welded assemblies, which means that 
demand for quality welded product will continue to increase. Often, weld-related quality issues are the 
result of misapplication of process settings and welding fundamentals. Utilizing simple data monitoring 
tools can provide Quality Assurance personnel the data and information needed to quickly analyze weld 
quality and reduce rework. 

When Weld Engineers set up Weld Profiles for operators to use when welding a part, they set limits for 
several attributes of the weld.  If, during the weld, the measurements for these attributes fall below the 
minimum value or above the maximum value set for the weld, the system considers that “out of limits.”  If 
the measurements fall right within the range established, the system considers that “in limit.” 

Production Station Report 
For each Production Station selected, this report provides a top-level view of the number of welds 
performed, how many welds were monitored, and the number of welds out of limits. The Welds Out of 
Limit tab provides a list of each out of limit conditions that occurred with a description of the violation and 
the percentage of weld time when the weld was in error. The Weld Details tab provides a detailed list for a 
selected weld, showing setup values and the measured results.  

NOTE | A weld is monitored if at least one limit in the weld profile 
is enabled in Power Wave® Manager. 

The figure below shows the Cleveland Location in the Production Station report results. 
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Figure 9.1 Production Station Report 

Table 9.1 Quality Management/Production Station Report Columns 

Field Options 

Production Station Based on your choice from the Asset Tree (Production Station, Container, or 
Location), this column can show one to many Production Stations. 

Welds Out of Limit (%) This column is the percentage of monitored welds that are out of limit. 

NOTE   |     If no Weld Profile limits were enabled for the welds performed, 
the Welds Out of Limits column displays a zero. 

For example, this the Production Station had 62 welds and 50 of those welds 
had limits enabled when they were performed. Of those 50 welds, 15 were 
outside of those limits, which also equates to 30% of the 50 welds. This 
column would display 30.00%. 

Welds The total number welds performed. 

Deposition This column displays the amount of wire (in pounds or kilograms) that was 
deposited for the welds made over the time selected during the selected shift 
(if specified). 
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Field Options 

Welds Monitored The total number of monitored welds. 

Welds Out of Limit The number of Welds Out of Limit. 

NOTE   |     If no Weld Profile limits were enabled for the welds performed, 
the Welds Out of Limits column displays a zero. 

For example, this column displays 62 welds and 50 of those welds had had 
limits enabled when they were performed. Of those 50 welds, 15 were 
outside of those limits, which also equates to 30% of the 50 welds. This 
column would display 15. 

Setup Button 

When you click on the Setup button, you can customize what results appear in this report. Clicking the 
button allows you to select the Time Period and the Shift. Once you have customized the options, click the 
Save button. 

 

Figure 9.2 Setup Button 

NOTE | The text that appears after the Setup button will present 
the choices selected when configuring for specific reporting 
functions. 

 

Figure 9.3 Quality Management Setup 
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Table 9.2 Quality Management Setup Options 

Field Options 

Time Period Production Day, Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 90 Days, Custom 

Shift All Shifts, All Data, or Select a Specific Shift by Name 

 

Figure 9.4 Quality Management Setup/Custom Time Period 

TIP | When selecting Custom Time Period, the Shift field defaults 
to All Shifts and allow you to select a Start Date and End 
Date for your range. Click the Save button to modify the 
Setup. 

 

NOTE | Once Shifts are created for the Location under the 
Configure/Equipment Layout, those options will become 
available. If Default Shift is the only setup in the Configure, 
this will be your only choice along with All Shifts and All 
Data. 
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Export Button 

The Export button (  ) allows you to take the snapshot of your report and download it to your 
computer (or any storage location). Clicking the Export button brings up the following dialog box, asking if 
you wish to export to an Excel file or a CSV file. 

TIP | Make sure Popup Blockers are disabled in your web 
browser or you will be unable to receive the export file. 

 

Figure 9.5 Export Button Options 

Clicking one of the choices, XLS or CSV will present you with an option to Open the file or Save the report 
file. Saving the report will automatically save the file to your Downloads folder. By clicking on the drop-
down arrow and choosing Save As, you can choose the location to save your report. 

 

Figure 9.6 Saving Options 

TIP | The XLS option which generates an Excel spreadsheet, can 
sometimes take longer to produce than a single CSV text 
file. 

Refresh Button 

CheckPoint® provides an opportunity for you to refresh the data that was collected from the Production 
Stations since the time you initially displayed the report on your screen. You want to click the Refresh 

button (  ) to refresh the report. 

Information Button 

Located on the various report tabs, you will find information icons (  ). Clicking on the icon will give you 
information regarding the information contained on that screen, along with the icons and what those icons 
mean. 
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Production Station Report/Welds Out of Limit Tab 
While viewing the Production Station Report, you can drill-in to see additional information regarding 
specific Production Station and their specific welds. Double-click on a specific row will allow you to reach 
the full, detailed information on the specific Production Station chosen. This tab will show you when a 
specific weld was started, what went wrong during the weld, the percentage of the weld time was in error, 
the operator who caused the error and on what shift, the part serial number, and the weld profile. 

 

Figure 9.7 Production Station Report/Welds Out of Limit Tab 

Table 9.3 Production Station Report/Welds Out of Limit Tab Columns 

Field Options 

Role Name The Role Name is the Equipment Role field when the Welding Power Source 
was created in CheckPoint® by the Company Administrator. 

Start of Weld The Start Time column reflects the date and time that the Weld Operator 
clicked the Start button in Weld Sequencer for this instance of the Weld 
Sequence (whether automatically at the end of the last instance of the 
sequence or manually). 

TIP   |     Depending on the complexity of the Weld Sequence, some Weld 
Sequences take longer than a single day to complete.  Take this into 
consideration when selecting time periods for your report. 

Violation Type The Violation Type column displays the error received during the specific weld 
sequence. 

Duration (%) The Duration (%) displays the length of time (in percent) from the time listed 
in the Start of Weld field to the time the Welding Power Source stopped 
welding. 

Operator ID When an Operator begins welding on a power sources, his or her ID or badge 
number is entered through Power Wave® Manager or another method. This 
column represents that operator’s ID. 
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Field Options 

TIP   |     The information displayed in CheckPoint® is for all the welders in 
the Container you have selected in the Asset Tree. 

Shift As selected from the Setup button, the Shift column will narrow the data to 
only include welds performed during the times of that shift. Your CheckPoint® 
Company Administrator configured the shifts in the CheckPoint® Configure 
feature (Chapter 4). 

Part SN The Part Serial Number is the number assigned to this weld. The part number 
comes from a variety of sources, depending if a person enters the number in 
Power Wave® Manager manually or the information is transmitted manually. 

Weld Profile You can generate the report for a specific Weld Profile used for the welds 
performed during the date range selected.  Simply type the number of the 
one specific profile or type the word “All” to see data for all profiles.  
Remember, the Weld Profile must have limits enabled for CheckPoint® to 
display any data. 

Production Station Report/Welds Details Tab 
While viewing the Production Station Report/Welds Out of Limit Tab, you can drill-in to see complete 
information about the Production Stations in the grid. Double-click on a specific row will allow you to reach 
the full, detailed information on the specific Production Station chosen. This report tab is like the Weld 
Listing Report/Weld Details Tab. 
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Appendix A 

Troubleshooting (Appendix A) 

Sometimes, when working with a software program or installing software, you need a little extra 
information to help troubleshoot and solve the problem.  There are some common minor issues you might 
be able to fix without a call to support. 

NOTE | If you continue to have trouble, please contact your local IT 
department or CheckPoint™ support.  For CheckPoint™ 
support in the USA or Canada, dial 1.800.691.5797.  The 
direct dial number is 1.727.786.0121.  You can also email 
support at: 
support@lincolnproductionmonitoring.com. 

Cannot Connect to a Power Source 
There are multiple reasons you may not be able to connect to the IP address of a power source or why the 
IP address may not show up in the list of addresses.  Check out the following: 

▪ If the computer is running some type of security software or firewall, this may block the IP from 
showing up. 

▪ Do you have multiple Ethernet adapters enabled?  This could cause issues. 

▪ Disable any wireless communication on the computer.  This is helpful to allow a computer to 
directly connect to a Welding Power Source through the hardline. 

Cannot Apply Settings 
When you attempt to enable CheckPoint® for the power source and click the Apply Settings button, the 
following are common reasons why your settings could fail: 

▪ A firewall could be blocking messages.  You need to open the following information on your 
server to grant the Welding Power Sources access to the Internet:  
http://ws.lincolncheckpoint.com at IP address 207.89.49.2 (subject to change) using port 80 
to send out TCP/IP and HTTP messages. 

▪ Web security software may be installed and interfering with this activity.  Disable the software 
until the installation is complete. 

▪ There could be invalid Ethernet settings in the Welding Power Source.  Make sure the power 
source has a valid subnet mask and gateway address. 

▪ If using a proxy server, the proxy may require authentication.  You will have to allow the power 
source to bypass the Proxy Server. 

mailto:support@lincolnproductionmonitoring.com
http://ws.lincolncheckpoint.com/
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Missing Data 

When you attempt to generate a report and the screen shows the text No Data Available or  icon, 
there may be potential issues causing the problem.  Use the information contained within the Note section 
at the beginning of this chapter for additional assistance from CheckPoint™ support. 

▪ Networking connectivity issues between the Production Station and the CheckPoint® application 

▪ Choosing the wrong criteria in the Setup button 

▪ Choosing the wrong item from the Asset Tree 

▪ Unplanned Downtime on the Production Station 
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Appendix B 

Overall Equipment Efficiency Examples 
(Appendix B) 

The following examples provide you with some sample data you can plug into the equations that begin on 
page 7.7.  All data is meant for illustration purposes only. 

Availability Example 1 
In this example, one of the welders at Advanced Manufacturing was in the states listed during the Morning 
shift on 08/02. 

Table Appendix B.1 Data for Calculating the Availability Factor * 

Time Stamp Status Duration Time in Planned Downtime Time Not in Planned Downtime 

7:00 AM Faulted 2580 0 2580 

7:00 AM Faulted 1015 0 1015 

8:00 AM Faulted 3381 0 3381 

8:00 AM Faulted 222 0 222 

9:00 AM Faulted 143 0 143 

9:00 AM Welding 20 0 20 

9:00 AM Idle 0 0 0 

9:00 AM Faulted 3190 0 3190 

9:00 AM Welding 20 0 20 

9:00 AM Idle 241 0 241 

10:00 AM Idle 1971 0 1971 

10:00 AM Welding 392 0 392 

10:00 AM Faulted 1220 0 1220 

11:00 AM Welding 455 0 455 

11:00 AM Idle 1166 0 1166 

11:00 AM Faulted 1981 601 1380 

12:00 PM Faulted 3600 2999 601 

1:00 PM Faulted 1600 0 1600 

1:00 PM Welding 443 0 443 

1:00 PM Idle 1562 0 1562 

2:00 PM Idle 1982 0 1982 

2:00 PM Faulted 1500 0 1500 

2:00 PM Welding 119 0 119 
* All times listed in seconds. 
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Availability for Each Hour 

Calculating the Availability factor for each hour results in the figures below. 

Table Appendix B.2 Availability Factor for Each Hour * 

Hour Disconnected 
Time 

Asset Sched. 
Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned 
Prod. Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Availability 

7:00 AM 0 3595 0 3595 3595 0 0% 

8:00 AM 0 3603 0 3603 3603 0 0% 

9:00 AM 0 3614 0 3614 3333 281 8% 

10:00 AM 0 3583 0 3583 1220 2363 66% 

11:00 AM 0 3602 601 3001 1380 1621 54% 

12:00 PM 0 3600 2999 601 601 0 0% 

1:00 PM 0 3605 0 3605 1600 2005 56% 

2:00 PM 0 3601 0 3601 1500 2101 58% 
* All times listed in seconds. 

Availability for the Entire Shift 

To calculate the Availability for the entire shift, you use the totals from the various time columns with the 
following results.  Remember that when the start time of a weld occurs within the hour but ends in the next 
hour, that weld’s duration, CheckPoint® includes that duration in the hour in which it started.  This is why 
you see 28803 seconds for the shift, instead of the expected 28800 seconds (i.e., 8 hours x 60 minutes x 60 
seconds). 

Disconnected 
Time 

Asset Scheduled 
Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned Production 
Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Availability 

0 28803 3600 25203 16832 8371 33% 

Availability Example 2 
The Power Wave® C300 welder at Advanced Manufacturing was in the following status during the Morning 
shift on 08/02.  Remember that Availability is 0% when the Asset Scheduled Time equals the Planned 
Downtime. 

Table Appendix B.3 Data for Calculating the Availability Factor * 

Time Stamp Status Duration Time in Planned Downtime Time Not in Planned 
Downtime 

6:00 AM Disconnected 3603 0 3603 

7:00 AM Disconnected 3602 0 3602 

8:00 AM Disconnected 3603 0 3603 

9:00 AM Disconnected 3602 0 3602 

10:00 AM Disconnected 3583 0 3583 

11:00 AM Disconnected 3602 1791 1811 

12:00 PM Disconnected 3603 0 3603 

1:00 PM Disconnected 3602 0 3602 

2:00 PM Disconnected 3601 0 3601 
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Time Stamp Status Duration Time in Planned Downtime Time Not in Planned 
Downtime 

3:00 PM Disconnected 3603 0 3603 

4:00 PM Disconnected 3603 3603 0 

* All times listed in seconds. 

Availability for Each Hour 

Calculating the Availability factor for each hour results in the figures in Table Appendix B.4.  Remember that 
when the Asset Scheduled Time is equal to the Planned Downtime, Availability is 0% (e.g., 11:00 AM). 

Table Appendix B.4 Availability Factor for Each Hour * 

Hour Disconnected 
Time 

Asset Sched. 
Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned 
Prod. Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Availability 

6:00 AM 3603 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

7:00 AM 3602 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

8:00 AM 3603 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

9:00 AM 3602 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

10:00 AM 3583 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

11:00 AM 1811 1791 1791 0 0 1791 0% 

12:00 PM 3603 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

1:00 PM 3602 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

2:00 PM 3601 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

3:00 PM 3603 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

4:00 PM 0 3603 3603 0 0 3603 0% 

* All times listed in seconds. 

Availability for the Entire Shift 

To calculate the Availability for the entire shift, you use the totals from the various time columns with the 
following results. 

Disconnected 
Time 

Asset Scheduled 
Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned Production 
Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Availability 

34213 5394 5394 0 0 5394 0% 
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Availability Example 3 
To further highlight how CheckPoint® calculates the Availability factor based on data it receives, assume the 
following states for a welder.  The states occurred for a welder at Worldwide Industrial during the Morning 
shift (7:00 AM to 1:00 PM) one day.  (Bold = Planned Downtime Scheduled.) 

Table Appendix B.5 Example Status Times 

State From To Is Planned Downtime Scheduled? Total Minutes 

Idle 7:00 AM 7:05 AM No 5 

Welding 7:05 AM 7:30 AM No 25 

Faulted 7:30 AM 7:31 AM No 1 

Disconnected 7:31 AM 8:30 AM No 29 and 30 

Welding 8:30 AM 8:35 AM No 5 

Faulted 8:35 AM 9:45 AM No 25 and 45 

Idle 9:45 AM 10:00 AM No 15 

Idle 10:00 AM 10:05 AM Yes 5 

Disconnected 10:05 AM 11:00 AM Yes 55 

Disconnected 11:00 AM 11:10 AM No 10 

Faulted 11:10 AM 11:30 AM No 20 

Faulted 11:30 AM 12:00 PM Yes 30 

Disconnected 12:00 PM 1:00 PM No 60 

Availability for Each Hour 

If you add up the number of minutes the welder spent in each state during each hour and translate that 
into the Availability variables, it results in the figures below. 

Notice how the Availability is 0% during the 10:00 AM hour.  This is because Planned Downtime was 
scheduled for the entire hour.  The Availability for the 12:00 PM hour is also 0%.  However, this is because 
the machine was disconnected the entire hour, and no Planned Downtime was scheduled. 

Table Appendix B.6 Availability Factor for Each Hour * 

Hour Disconnected 
Time 

Asset 
Sched. Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned 
Prod. Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Availability 

7:00 AM 29 31 0 31 1 30 97% 

8:00 AM 30 30 0 30 25 5 17% 

9:00 AM 0 60 0 60 45 15 25% 

10:00 AM 0 60 60 0 0 0 0% 

11:00 AM 10 50 30 20 20 0 0% 

12:00 PM 60 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
* All times listed in minutes. 
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Availability for the Entire Shift 

To calculate the Availability for the entire shift, you use the totals from the various time columns with the 
following results. 

Disconnected 
Time 

Asset Scheduled 
Time 

Planned 
Downtime 

Planned Production 
Time 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

Operating 
Time 

Availability 

129 231 90 141 91 50 36% 
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Glossary 

 

ArcLink®:  This is a communications protocol 
developed by Lincoln Electric for use in a welding 
system.  This protocol considers specific needs of 
a welding system and the interaction of the 
multiple components that make up the network. 

Arc Time:  See Operating Time. 

Asset:  An asset is entry in the Asset Tree on the 
left side of the CheckPoint™ screen.  An asset can 
be either a single Welding Power Source or a 
Group of power sources.  In a manufacturing 
facility, the asset in CheckPoint™ could represent 
a single power source, station, or line within the 
plant. 

Bandwidth:  The amount of information that 
wires and cables can handle, just like a pipe full 
of water and materials.  The pipe can only hold 
so much before the flow slows down and 
eventually clogs. 

Board Serial Number:  Each component in an 
ArcLink® system has a unique number that allows 
it to be identified from the other components.  In 
Lincoln Electric systems, this is used to verify 
what component is being referenced in software. 

Company Assets:  Is the hierarchy used to 
present a company’s Locations, Containers, 
Production Stations, Welding Power Sources, and 
Store Room. 

Container:  Is a section under a Location in the 
Asset Tree to group Production Stations together 
to suit your needs. 

Criteria:  A user-supplied piece of information 
used to sort or filter the data in a report. 

DeviceNet:  A standard industrial networking 
protocol usually used by a PLC to control 
networked devices in a Master/Slave 
relationship. 

DNS:  Domain Name Service used for translating 
host names to an IP address so that networked 
equipment can be given an alphanumeric name 
instead of a number.  See Host Name for an 
example of what a DNS server does. 

Email:  Electronic Mail, an electronic message 
that is transferred over a communications 
network, or the Internet. 

Ethernet:  A telecommunications networking 
protocol used to connect computers to each 
other. 

Firmware:  The memory and programming code 
within the Welding Power Source that provides 
the control program for the Welding Power 
Source. 

Front End:  The “front end” to a software 
program is the part of the application with which 
you, as the user, interact (e.g., buttons you click, 
windows that display). 

Host Name:  Alphanumeric name that is used to 
represent networked equipment at a specific IP 
address.  An example would be www.google.com 
instead of 216.239.37.99. 

HTML:  Hyper Text Markup Language, the 
document format used for web pages on the 
Internet. 

Intranet:  An internal website to your company 
that no one on the outside can access unless 
given user names and passwords to do so. 

IP Address:  A number that identifies a device on 
the network.  This number is a 32-bit numeric 
address written as four octets separated by 
periods also referred to as “dots.”  The numbers 
range from zero to 255.  An example would be 
192.168.1.45. 
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Latched Alarm:  Prevents the Welding Power 
Source from making another weld until the alarm 
has been acknowledged.  This setting can be 
utilized for verifying a welding setup before 
making another weld. 

Location:  Is the City as designated during initial 
company setup. A company can have many 
Locations where manufacturing processes occur. 

Module Number:  The Welding Power Source 
consists of modules that communicate with each 
other to create a welding system.  The module 
number is the name given to each one of these 
devices. 

Octet:  A number ranging from zero to 255 used 
in IP addresses. 

Operating Time:  Is the amount of time doing 
productive work. In general, this relates to OEE. 
In the Welding World, this is Arc Time. 

PLC:  Programmable Logic Controller, a 
specialized device used in the control of 
industrial processes. 

Planned Arc Time:  The amount of time that you 
expect the machines under this Location to be 
welding in an hour. This value is used for OEE 
calculations. 

Planned Downtime Event:  Used when 
calculating the availability of Production Stations 
and can occur at various levels of the Location. 

Planned Production Day:  In an OEE context, this 
refers to the time the company is in operation, 
along with the number of days a week the 
company is open. 

Planned Production Time:  In an OEE context, this 
is the scheduled shift time and excludes Planned 
Downtime Events. Is the start of the first shift for 
that time, to the end of the last shift that started 
the last day of that time. 

Port:  In a specific network such as a TCP or a 
UDP network, a port is an endpoint to a logical 
connection.  The port number defines what type 
of information will be transmitted.  An example 
would be port 80 for HTML data or port 25 for 
email data. 

Production Day: A Production Day starts on the 
start time of the first shift for that calendar day 
and ends on the end time of the last shift that 
starts on that calendar day. Note that the end 
time of the last shift may occur on the next 
calendar day. 

Production Station:  Is any place in the 
production facility where welding happens. The 
Production Data is collected from all the Welding 
Power Sources at a Production Station. 

Proxy Server:  A proxy is a server that stands 
between an external network (such as the 
Internet) and an organization’s internal (private) 
networks.  It serves as a security system and 
prevents external users from directly accessing 
the internal information resources, or even 
knowing the location of those resources.  All 
external requests for information are intercepted 
by the proxy server and checked for their validity.  
Only authorized requests are passed on to the 
internal server. This security, however, comes at 
the cost of inconvenience to genuine users and 
slower performance. 

Rejected Weld:  A weld that was either not 
consistent enough or long enough to apply 
statistical equations to generate reasonable limit 
information. 

Robotic Feeder I/O:  The PF10R feed head comes 
with an External I/O Connector that can be 
reconfigured through Power Wave® Manager to 
reroute the I/O from its normal operation to be 
utilized as a Weld Profile selection. 

Shift Times:  A CheckPoint™ feature used to 
trigger events at a specific time of day that will 
allow the tracking of usage and clearing out of 
Weld Totals and Weld History.  There is a total of 
6 shift times that can be utilized daily. 

Short Weld:  Welds with a duration that is less 
than the sum of the Start Delay time plus the End 
Delay time. 

SMTP:  Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, the 
standard protocol used for sending email through 
an email server. 
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Spreadsheet Application:  A computer tool such 
as Microsoft Excel that arranges values into rows 
and columns. 

Store Room:  Is the area of the Asset Tree where 
a Welding Power Source can be moved, and the 
link to the Production Station is broken. This will 
not affect Production Station reports. 

Subnet:  A section of a network.  Subnets are 
used to divide up large networks into small 
sections for ease of management, increased 
performance, and increased security. 

Tab-Delimited Text File:  Generic text file format 
that is used for arranging data in a spreadsheet.  
Most spreadsheet applications can import this 
file format with little or no conversion by the 
user. 

TCP:  Transmission Control Protocol, used in the 
transmission of data between two devices.  It is a 
more reliable protocol than UDP since it controls 
the delivery of data and verifies the order in 
which the data is sent. 

UDP:  User Datagram Protocol, used in the 
transmission of data between two or more 
devices.  It is a faster protocol than TCP, but it 
does not guarantee data delivery or the order in 
which the data is sent. 

Unplanned Planned Downtime Event:  Is the 
amount of time that stops Planned Production 
(e.g., equipment failures, material shortages, and 
change over time). 

User Type: Company Administrator:  Includes 
Equipment Manager capabilities and User 
management access. 

User Type: Equipment Manager:  Includes 
CheckPoint User capabilities plus access to 
configure the Company, Locations, and 
Equipment layout. 

User Type: CheckPoint User:  Allow access to My 
Account and Home reports. 

Weld History:  Data on welds that the Welding 
Power Source has made.  This statistical data 
includes information on current, voltage, wire 
feed speed, duration, and weld status. 

Weld Mode:  A process that is selected in the 
Welding Power Source.  The Welding Power 
Source has a weld table that contains a large 
variety of processes that the system can use to 
define welding procedures.  Each process is listed 
as a Weld Mode. 

Weld Profile:  A configurable set of limit settings 
that Welding Power Source compares to welding 
data it collects as it welds. 

Welding Power Source:  Is the equipment used 
when making welds in your manufacturing 
facility. 

WeldScore®:  Can be used to support a weld 
quality control program and is a new feature in all 
third-generation Welding Power Source Models. 

Weld Totals:  A cumulative count of welds 
performed in each Weld Profile.  Each total count 
includes the number of welds, and a count of 
each variable that was out of limits per Weld 
Profile. 

Welding Set Point:  A value that the Welding 
Power Source utilizes to regulate its output 
levels. 
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